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Writing America

She said I wasn't writing America

What I was writing was the old

That my pen poured out
,

Thick classical reference

Thick and sticky, like cold molasses

Sounds that stuck to the roof of the intellect

With their invocation of lost pagan days

So I ask you, you my audience

To excuse my lines of syrup-like verse

Cause I'm trying to throw that old mason jar

Out into the contemporary streets

So it can collect some of the debris

Of this time, this moment

But it's hard for a poet

Living in the microchip age

To filter my cold molasses from

An old mason jar

Into a non-returnable aluminum can

That we can all pass around

In this time, this moment

But just humor me a bit

And I'll see what new sounds I can scrounge up

In my kitchen full of hard glass containers

And if it's not too much to ask

Accept an occasional offering

Of my old molasses

On a biscuit I baked

in the old way

John WL Toivonen



Morning in Hiawassee, GA
;
Summer 1988

The green in your eyes

Moss buried

Deep as the Georgia mountains

Where we wake

Pressed into a lake of sweat

Bodies heavy

Sheets a sticky swirl

Your hands in the half-light

Carve the songs of the mountains

On my ribs

Liz Clarke



Molly's Testament

No, really— I had a great time

until you dropped me off at twelve

at the doorstep of my building

Me, short-skirted and shivering in the gusts of cold

blowing old paper and empty cans

along the dead sidewalk of concrete and cracks.

You were in a hurry, you said

looking not at me, but alternately

ahead through the dirty windshield, ahead

and then behind, in the gleaming rear-view mirror

a movie of headlights, the white-then-red lights

pass in a stream, like mindless birds.

"You won't come up?" I suggested or pled,

once I had let myself out of the car

and pushed the door shut with a quivering hand.

You remained silent, your face unbound in a world of shadow,

the secret glow of your fancy cigarette

the only blatent source of light.

Ever so numbly I backed away

from you and your rising tinted windows,

from your horn and its careless and hollow beep.

From the curb of the street I watched the way you went,

taillights shrinking till two were one,-

one more worried bird, en route away.

I turned to face the steps of my building,

each tall window as black as the sky.

Each tap of my foot just as loud and as rude

as your last-minute beep instead of goodbye,

And if you woke the neighbors it wasn't for long

—

all life is asleep, and night is the dream.

Jonathan Lawson





Still Life with an Orange

Before ever there was night,

there was a Morning.

Before The Garden rustled

with the first breath of world,

it was shining

A tangerine sun on a sunflower field,

nurturing its child, its image on earth.

The Mother tree endowed

with fallen suns, hanging round,

and sapping sweet sections, tanging acid.

Stillness, then the earth was somehow

spanked and awakened,

made to take the first of many breaths.

Rushes on the riverbanks curtsied to the cattails,

While high winds wooed a glass stream, calling,

coaxing the fruit

to drop, and pollute . . .

So if you wonder why babies have navels,

and if it were oranges, instead of apples,

born to tempt a girl to taste them,

could you blame her?

Lara Robinson Ramsey

The Blues

Three a.m. in the room downstairs

Where Dixieland

Lives

In gleaming fingers

The bass player closes his eyes

Plucks notes like fat fruit

Licorice -juice

Flows thick and sweet

The smoke-smeared air

Glasses rimmed with ghosts of kisses

In one corner a man cries

Alone: The band is playing

That song.

Liz Clarke



Song for Daniel

The day before they sent you home from Holly Hills,

you said the doctors had "cured" you They fed you

lithium and orange juice three times every day

—or was it four? The orange juice they said

was for the lithium, the lithium for—what was its

name?— in your medulla You found the treatment

quite effective No more mood swings, just like

they told you No more bad days, like the time

you dropped the stereo at UPS and started to

cry You couldn't stop, and when the manager

tried to calm you down, you broke his jaw (you

always were a strong one) and yelled don't come

near me. Everybody there thought you were

on drugs or something Did they even give you

a choice about going to the hospital? Anyway,

no more bad days No more good days either

Like the day when lunch at school was actually

pretty good for a change, and you suggested

we skip class for the afternoon and walk down

to Duke Gardens I remember we waded in the stream,

shoes and all It must have been hours We
talked about that band we were going to form

and the record we would cut that wouldn't ever

be a hit, but would give us a minor cult standing,

and we could write whatever we wanted to from then on

We walked back late that night, long after dinner

closed (no big loss—two decent meals in a row

was unheard of), and giggled every time our

sneakers squished. I stayed over in your room

that night We smoked a joint cause we weren't

old enough to drink yet.

Daniel, these words come slowly for me You said

once even during the worst days that a good day

would soon follow You were too busy mood swinging

to ever notice that those good days were good days

for me too. I rolled a joint and smoked it

in your memory last night after I heard the news

Now I'm standing over the spot where the shovels

will salute you tonight Everyone else has already

left I reach into my pocket, pull out the clip,

and toss it in

Heat/7 D Hart



The Laundry Pile

The rendezvous was a success.

The images of her still float in his mind.

Her opium-laced perfume muddles his memory.

A delusion of tantalizing pleasure.

Her body dotted with sweat

The beads forming a crystal necklace

around her smooth throat.

Its links melt one after the other

Tighter and tighter

—

He pulls,

squeezing the flesh off her frame

leaving only a blue-tinted mannequin.

The faint scent of perfume continues

to penetrate his nostrils.

He begins to shed his skin,

trying desperately to remove the outer layer

of his soul to eliminate the smell.

His sneakers peel like ripe bananas

The socks molt from each appendage

The pants (a simple membrane by Levis)

are stripped to the floor.

Each garment drips like molten candle wax,

is dropped onto the lifeless pile of used skin,

and solidifies into an ever-increasing mountain.

The pile seems to breathe,

emitting a stagnant odor of decay and perfume.

The laundry pile composed of different shapes, colors,

personalities: splits and branches into oxfords, knit

sweaters, and plaid boxer shorts.

The stench persists.

Naked, he scours his body

with granulized detergent by CHEER— it only burns

His moans are not Downy soft

but spiny and sharp like the urchin

A bottle of CLOROX ejaculates its contents into the orifice.

Drinking it down to bleach the darkness within

—

stains worse than blueberry, mustard or blood.

Uncleansed he spies a 50(t coupon for TIDE.

Grinning, he grabs his wallet

to buy more cleanser to wash the laundry

and camouflage the stench from his soul

Glenn Lissner



Currents

In a North Carolina spring,

twenty college students watch

Shakespeare on TV
Breeze blows and brings in

a large hornet, drawn by

Mello Yello nectar

In fourth grade,

a hornet in the room was

almost as good

as a fire drill.

Today I am the only one

to notice the tipsy

floating ragged

equilibrium.



Bad Years

The room crushed down

And we ran for shelter

They took our money

They took our family

They took our coats

They put us in the snow

All I had was you

But they melted you down

My kids became wallets

I dug my grave, naked

Under the pouring rain

The men in grey laughed

Holding spears in their hands

Out of my blood blood they wasted

The race,

Out of my life they made statistics.

A flower grows now
A flower grows new

Don't kill it, don't crush it with your boots

10

Cyril Schlup



Stained Glass

Though candles

constantly burn

emanating light

and reflected flames dance

on the heavy brass cross

baroque shadows

linger about the altar

antique glass

of another age

rises from behind

divine marble

evoking serpentine thoughts

from a weary boy's mind

royal blues, deep reds

and pale virgin whites

merge in two-dimensional

innocence

the window is a page

in God's glass picture book

finger paintings

by and for his children

St. Michael

with his holy golden spear

damns the dark angel

from the skies of heaven

to the fiery depths of nowhere

bringing to eden

bringing to earth

bringing to altars

a certain darkness

a familiar shadow

outside

there are bleeding sirens

flashing guns and

starving neon districts

where God's confused children

have all grown

to mingle

and mangle

to tangle

to tango

in His dark night

they dance and spin

their lives backwards

back to the immaculate halls

of childhood

into the box of sleep

rest before St. Michael

and then slide down into

mother earth

The night is inexorable

and even sanctified windows

cannot prevent its

silent invasion

David Jones

11





The Sculptor's Mistake
(on Rodin's "Hand of a Child"!

improper it seems

for such a gentle limb

to be cut from such rough stone,

for the "hand of a child"

to have flesh hard as bone

Remember, carver,

what you have copied there:

Chubby fingers, fresh-formed, rosy

What a mother guards as helpless

You've made seem quite imposing.

Honeyed milk

and sweetest smoothness

where these fingers find a hold

on fountains rosy as themselves

—

Can you, sculptor be so bold?

Look on the ledge

below your window

where the honeysuckle trails up to look through

pumpkin petals master concrete

and gain a glimpse of you

Take a blossom,

sir, and mimic it for me:

its velvet hues will come

from whitest sterile marble,

and its scent will strike me dumb

Victoria Lyall

13



While I Was Out

I had

myself cut open I saw

my own inside

spread out across the table like

the emptying of nets

and scrutinized it through

a jeweler's glass

while the pieces rustled

pulsed opal -eyed

changing shape

just slightly

in their freedom from one another

They would not fit back

inside me
I carried them home

in an electric-wet armload and held

them out so you could see

me. You,

horrified, hung

them on the lamp to dry

to shrink

until

they coiled into my shell, safely

out of sight again.

Liz Clarke

Insects.

I share my life with insects

They crawl all over my body

They are in my house, in my toilet,

in my fridge, in my life.

Will I ever be alone?

They look at me with their suspicious mesh eyes,

always following me, eating my flesh away.

Red, vivid Blood stains on my bed, I see them.

They fly, they crawl, they eat me
The insects reign, regenerate while I die

They are here, on my feet, I squash them,

but they resuscitate from the dust

The insects are in me, and I in them,

we live and die in one day,

but we do live, us insects

Cyril Schlup
14
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Voodoo Winter

twisting

like a serpent

deeper and deeper into the woods

the sun melts with all sanity

we become children of the night

directionless

laughter echoes from the bark

as trees multiply around us

the twilight air skins our bones

as we bathe in an ecstasy of tall winter grass

and the light of stars

yet

something within surges and drones

a latent madness

chainsaws buzz in the distant corners of my mind

as we tramp from the jungle

down to the frozen lake

"Twenty years ago this was Vietnam"



Fear raises its sick head and smiles

cold and mechanical

malfunctioning

I am afraid to speak

for I slip in my own words

and the bathroom mirror

reflects nothing

lost in an uncharted world of my own

pushing further and further

1 flee the tolling bells of sleep

racing from my very name

a sea of dancers surround and drown me
while the music spins a web of living color

the stage grows old and I with it

out on the asphalt

the spinning of the Earth

makes me dizzy-tired

the English language becomes foreign

and metaphors crawl from my dead mouth

like roaches

Fear's twin steps from the wall

and begs me to follow

I rise from the bed

leaving the warmth of my soul mates

down the stairs

through the door

into the new world

where synchronicity fills the air

the sky

as blue as ice

the earth

as cold as it is beautiful

"The Seventh-day Adventist Church!"

rang the prophet's voice

"In the beginning there was light

".
. . and God said . .

."

".
. . and on the last day fire shall .

home again?

"Let's play."

no, no more games please

I can no longer count to ten

I have forgotten everything

"But you have won the game

"

helicopter blade beats

jetstreams and siren screams

whirl and swirl within my hollow head

goats run wildly

through the temple of my mind

escalated

desecrated

violated

the end

approaches like a wave

crashing on the shore

spreading across the sand

hesitating

finally receding

here it comes

again and again

it was all just an excuse

for another genesis

to another apocalypse

so they took me away

four legs lead me through the day

the sun stings my eyes

blind

and following the blind man's friend

"Is he yours?"

"Is he yours?"

"Is he yours?"

no

"Where are you going?"

"Do you know where you are?"

"Do you know who you are?"

there i lay

in a temporary tomb

silent walls and a suicidal window

important people peering in periodically

"And on the seventh day even He rested rested

rested . . . rested.

Rest, my friend, you must rest."

David Jones

rested

17



The Winged Syringe

18

Sitting in Zoology among the water lilies, amoebas,

and tadpoles,- my desk floats in pond water

filled with squirming, macaroni larva and juicy bugs.

I see the teacher speak

with forked tongue and webbed feet.

A reptilian delight—no words.

She chokes on nouns, verbs, adjectives

her skin is green, her mouth opened wide

a black tunnel eating small bugs and mosquitoes.

She vomits volumes of senseless garb,

no sound or meaning.

The abstraction permeates the folds of my brain

as I daydream...

In my car, alone

thinking about us kissing under the bell tower

with the swans and the snakes.

The air conditioner spits condensation onto my feet

as the rain begins.

Droplets of rain

spheres flying without parachutes

stretched and squashed like tiny Kamikaze watermelons

on my windshield.

Running down like sulfuric acid

eating the remains of the butterfly

its abdomen dried like a yellow paste in the far corner.

Searching for a new station on the radio

as I change states—South Carolina to North.

Liquid to steam.



As I go to wipe the condensation off my foot,

I fade into the steam from the shower.

A towel wrapped about me like a giant bandage

soaking up the blood

Touching my right side, I feel a scar.

Alone I condense and think about the mutilation

The scars are red and swollen.

How much blood did we lose?

The syringe came to suck the squashed fruit delights from

our veins.

Siphoning jams and preserves,-

a sweet blend of red wine from dinner and cake for dessert.

Lying in bed with a lover—uninhibited.

A light breeze from the ceiling fan

carries the psychotic beast to his arm

his exposed side, tender neck, her temples, her forehead.

Stabbing mercilessly

the hollow tube is used again and again

one more sip

Satisfied the winged syringe flies off

to the pond with lilies and macaroni.

The reptilian teacher nonchalantly eats one last mosquito

squeezing fresh blood into her mouth.

She has us.

My mind is drained.

I focus on her as her tongue grabs a small piece of chalk

and begins todays lesson.

Glenn Lissner

State of Mind.

1 have in my pocket

a joint and a dime.

my shoes are filled with holes.

let's not even talk about my brain.

my shirt is nonexistent.

All I have is a few Dreams that are made into soup

up against the walls of my Brain. A constant beat.

Some people might say I am not going too far,

but let me tell you I'll go a lOOOmph over lakes,

valleys, mountains full of green, and the dark, killing sea

I'll never stop until my brain comes—off its unnaturalness

I'll fly, I'll be the king, I'll conquer the mystical World,

and all this while sitting on the toilet of my
Dirty Bathroom.

Cyr/7 Schlup
19
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The Colony

In cracks between the buildings, trapped

Like busy ants, the people mill,

A rigid rim of monoliths

Are walls of this gigantic kiln.

The burning sun glares ruthlessly,

While pavements pulse beneath their feet,

The heat waves bounce from steel to glass,

And ricochet from hot concrete.

And upward from the chasms depth

There drifts a suffocating pall,

As blue exhaust fumes rise to form

A murky halo over all.

Ruth Weybright Cole

In the paper brown

lunch bag with

perforated edges

which was crumpled

from being lodged

within her tattered

shoe with the

neon yellow laces

which she wore

every day,

she kept nothing.

Leslie Burnside

Ytinamuh

Ytinamuh sits on a seat

of beaten flesh

Ytinamuh eats a meal

of broken heart

Ytinamuh dreams a dream

of bloody death

Ytinamuh talks a talk

of broken teeth

I am Ytinamuh.

Ytinamuh

is one of the good guys. Having been told this,

I am expected to love us.

Jon Hatch

11
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Mother of Babylon

"The kings of the earth have committed fornication with

her, and the inhabitants of the earth have become

intoxicated with the wine of her immorality"

Revelation 17 1-2

I have charming eyes, Mother of Babylon

And if you would lay with me some more

I'd sing you songs

Songs about the coarse chattel

The men you passed around

Like common cattle

Each of your harlots in turn

Pressing them with your own peculiar brands

Still laughing, days later

At their uncoverable marks

So I've lain with you Mother of Babylon

And cursed you like the common rabble

But what was I to you^

But a lock of dirty, wet hair

You're a crusty, disposable rag

Mama America, Mother of Babel

20th Century Babylon

I'm sick with your itch

And I ramble on

Cursing the day you snared me
With your fantasies

I saw you one night majestic as the gales

Exploding with Caucasian brightness like a pearl

O spiritual Miss America

But you had only filled my cup with port

So I collapsed into drunken revelry

You got me drunk Mother of Babylon, Mama America

So I felt a tender princess in my heroic arms

But you're fat Mother of Babylon

Gruesome like a warthog

And your harmful stench

It hits me like a thick bowl

Dipped in industrial waste

I hate you, you stinking troll

You feast on youth

Like a slobbering glutton

Your wet nose buried in the banquet

You got me drunk, Mother of Babylon

And being young, I couldn't hold my liquor

So I took at night a sparkling cup

Only the next day to find

The taste gone flat

As I rolled away

From a heap of monstrous flesh

I'm no saint Mother of Babylon

And there are no bustling rivers

in your dark city, to wash away

The filth of this idiot's hour

So I'll take you the only way fitting

I'll impale you with the offering of my flesh

I'll tear the life out of you

By a forceful outburst

Of your favorite pastime

John W.L. Toivonen

25



For Tasha

Catch my fallen lipped wondering gaze to never be sure you're

its aim, behind the fine white tousled hair mystique through which

you seek to embroider some secret, lending strength to your

evasive sensuality.

I am the lion that vainly roars to be heard, while you, without a

single word and coyly folded napkin in hand, run laughing into the

sea.

Me, I am falling down.

Come see me drown, chasing out the bottles at the bar.

You see me.

I see far.

You bundle-trundling up the rocks of my perch, incredulous at

our polarity, thinking your rarity must be capturing, take a bow
I put my hand up your ass and pull out your soul, shaking the

dust off so you can see it better

You want it back, but it slips through my fingers and into the

foaming ice cream soda waves where the fishes, full of bravery,

nibble it like the king's tasters, hoping not to be poisoned.

T.J. Crook

16



"One of the Scenes that Make it so Great!"

I'm in love with 2 'A people in this room

she said

looking around

with her eyes

and her looks

and the clouds on her shirt

far apart.

There was the one she couldn't have

the one she wasn't sure

and that 'A she could have in a minute

(so of course

she didn't really want that)

And the conclusion?

Well, the 'A was

of course

soon thrown off,

the wasn't sure faded in a day

or two,

and the couldn't have

lost his luster

so she was left

in love with

people

in any room

Christina Pelech

DAWNING

The man who flies against his life

Protected

(Secure)

Behind the shield of righteousness

May just see that shield obliterated

Fused into the sunlight

And find himself left naked on the earth

To cringe or mourn or dance as he sees fit

If he is wise

He shall dance

Tom Riddle

11
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Journey to the Lost Dead

O My songs,

Why do you look so eagerly and so curiously into

people's faces,

Will you find your lost dead among them?

— Ezra Pound

I. Travelling

my songs

1 find you looking eagerly and curiously into peoples faces,

I find your lost dead on this highway

Each car moves forward, a lost spirit,

one that I'll never know.

I'm going home now

The patient road winds me tightly to each curve,

binding me to its asphalt belly I become

a part of this traffic serpent.

Brake lights wake me from my hypnosis,

but I slip once again, weaving in and out

of my thoughts.

A cool drizzle falls on the country stores

and their overall clad customers.

I'm getting closer.

The land is simply more alive,

the hills rise and fall, they breathe.

I'm wanting to be a mountain girl again

The Blue Ridge is shrouded in thin mist.

My eyes are cloudy, too. I'm a suffering

sentimentalist and I know it.

I already picture my street,

the white Episcopal church, and my house,

standing on the old plantation, the only part left.

Meeting Cedar Point is a vague memory.

I can't quite recapture Miss Mary's face,

but her ice sapphire eyes sparkled.

when she opened the door of the place,

Mom, dad and I walked in like we were coming home.

I was never afraid of the creaky house.

Now I am coming home.

Mom and Dad are here, so I'm walking in alone.

And I'm afraid sometimes.

Still, the final road, my driveway,

spins around the last familiar curve to safety.

Safe at home base. I'm facing change

right in the face and coming home
to think about it. Looking for

my lost dead?

//. Home

I find my parents

in our garage apartment.

They spent years remodeling

the old house, and now they've

started from scratch again.

They're putting up a ceiling fan.

I have seen this all before,

heard the same lines, but I laugh,

I always do.

"Frick and Frack are at it again,"

she says. She doesn't know what

a wire nut is, but she can take the cellophane

off the package, and go to the house

to get a stool.

"Who needs directions?" He says

I anticipate the next joke:

"Directions are for fools and clods

"

I say hurrah to that, Daddy,

neither of us knows much about direction.

This new apartment is so modern

compared to our house. My wallpapering,

painting, do-it-yourself installation

expert parents work so well together.

Now he is singing and making wise

cracks about electrocution

"You better take your metal -framed

glasses off, honey," she says.

I sit here in a half-amazed,

very amused trance, watching them.

I suppose that years ago

they did the same to me, marvelling

at my every move, poking me,

quoting me.

For a moment, I want to take pictures

of them, make home movies. Instead,

I watch them like a movie, a comedy.

As usual, my father, with this product,

a screw too long. Mom bought the fan

on sale, twenty-five percent off.

"Made in Taiwan," it says on the box

They tell me that the guy who assembled it

stopped by an opium den on his way to work.

They save the box. 29



Journey to the Lost Dead (continued)

Mom runs about, finding screwdrivers

and borrowing pliers from Becky, next door

Meanwhile Dad takes out his violin The empty

white room throws vibrations everywhere,

his violin sounds like a symphony

in itself. But when the room is carpeted,

and it soon will be, his echo chamber

will be ruined. I am sitting here,

taking notes as the real wiring begins.

Dad searches a pile of wires like spaghetti,

and comments on the pretty green one.

That's our favorite color.

"It's parrot green," Mom specifies

She has excellent taste

///. Through Mistakes

They stop to rest and to watch me work.

Love must be happy work. Somehow
they have nailed and plastered

and held it together for almost

twenty-five years It is scary to think

that this is the second ceiling fan

that I know of, who knows how many others

they've done Not to mention

cornice boards, light fixtures, and appliances.

When I was a kid, they dropped

the refrigerator down the stairs.

It was all scarred up, so they put

this huge sticker on it,

it was the front of a card,

Jack of Spades, I think

I don't remember them dropping it,

but I grew up with that funny refrigerator

in our kitchen, not knowing

how funny it really was.

Like most of their mistakes,

I grew up not seeing that anything

was done wrong.

They give up early tonight,

leaving the ceiling fan on the table,

leaving me with this scrapbook

in my head, Leaving me to think about you

I want to take refuge here.

I want to go back to the old plantation

and sit on the front porch,

on the couch

I find my face in the rear view mirror

Moving is the best treatment for

melancholy hikers such as myself.

Even at home I might stagnate,

so I draw in my tentacles and let go.

Mother might call me a sea anemone

sometimes, brittle and sensitive.

I thought of you and left that far behind.

IV Bus Station

I went to pick you up

at the bus station.

Cheesey place, I like it

I walked in and sixteen eyes

followed me, sunk into

my chair with me,

then fell back to papers, magazines.

I got some junk food, purple soda

Sat smiling, watching old black men,

young white men, middle-aged grays.

When that bus pulled in, right on time,

I took a last look around, and went

to meet you at the door.

V Airport

They might call me sophisticated,

reading Sheridan, a violin case

between my knees. Actually,

I should have read the play

last week, haven't played my violin

in years. But I've got this ticket,

I'm going somewhere.

A very attractive man
starts a conversation.

He's an English professor, Florida State,

interesting.

From the air, Charlotte blinks and glows,

looks like a brain, the main center

lighted, a network of electricity

travelling. The world is so

obviously round from up here

So is the man sitting next to me.

He's also an English professor,

bald.
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Walking through the space tunnel,

I wonder if I still look sophisticated

1 think that's worn off.

But I imagine emerging from

the carpeted ramp, shining,

suave and svelte, a goddess of the airlines.

I arrive at the gate, the plane

is late—you've been waiting

I'm no goddess, but you smile

anyway.

VI Finale

Your letters bounce

around my room like frisky ghosts,

appearing on my dresser,

then my floor. I place them separate

from my daily routine.

I put them with the books

I don't have time to read.

The moon seizes my eyes

at the end of this journey.

Quickly its diminished shell

is full again. Petal covered ground,

delicate but strong with gravity

pulls me down to smell it

and praise it. Words

and your thoughts blow stale air

from my hair.

Storms breathe in and out.

"Which catharsis first?" they ask.

I sit alone, far from home,

far from you, at the tail

of this sea-monster strange journey.

The graveyard stands still

as the nearby traffic hums and sings

My lost dead drifts across my pen,

takes flight to the mountains,

through these faces in the crowd,

lingers with the ghosts there

I write you back, with this bit

of good news: I've never known you

in the spring.

Courtnay Randleman



Yesterday, the mirrored reflection

of clouds on smooth water

enhanced the dying day.

Today as we descended the hill

I was glad we had come.

The sunlight danced among the ducks

as they swam to the far shore.

. . then I saw what they swam from

A green brown bubbly sludge swirled

at the water's edge

A coke bottle stood suspended in the mass

Fishing lines drifted from the powerline

And there in the center, a goose

floated, dead

There was no reflection

Only the silence of a strangled peace.
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The Importance of Squid

When fishermen from Japan go

late at night to look

for squid, they use

bright white lights on

their boats to attract them

This is a trick which

the fishermen pass along,

but not the squid

Frith s Poem

You didn't want me to

stand on the balcony in my
underwear because the neighbors

might see and you were the

outsider: they all knew

who you were and the

soap maker always turned to

watch you climb the stairs

When astronauts go into

space to look at the world,

they sometimes see lights

of cities, spots in the dark.

When they pass over Japan,

they see the lights of

thousands of squid boats

outlining Japan

A strand of diamonds

on a bed of black

Dave Thomas

I see you now, standing in the

window, the sun of our

second month warming your limbs,

your lengthening hair

And one night, with summer

on the way out, we lay

on that same balcony, drank

wine from each other's mouths

while your roommate

pretended not to hear.

In my mind we

live there still

Dave Thomas
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And Your Reply

Something in my hand

—

a tiny bird

trapped twitching

the wind itself

torn from the air

—

so fragile

so feathery

and fragile,

with one mighty tension I could crush

this nervous bird

fluttering against my palm

caught from its flight

to my face,

five talons on this quivering bit of flesh

could have shredded my skin like paper

full of love-notes,

my hand was still and firm against this bird

now it shudders with the echo of your fury

Victoria Lyall
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Writing to be Read Aloud

Writing about writing is an earnest occupation

it folds onto itself. Writing about writing is doing

what you are saying is like painting about painting

is like painting a painting Writing is moving and

thinking all at once. Writing is remembering is

extending is sensing is making is tapping is

allowing being is. For writing you need paper and

a pencil a computer and a screen or a hammer

and a chisel and a stone. For writing you need a

thought a mind a skull for writing you need

words. I like writing because it is material.

Writing is a kick you can do things with a

writing. You can say it you can read it you can

recite it you can wrinkle it you can chew on it

you can hang it on your wall. I like writing

because it is useful. Writing might be moving

might be still might be sparse might be thick

might be 1 like writing because it is full of variety.

Writing is full.

Isn't it funny how writing does not always look

interesting before you read it how sometimes

though it does look interesting like when it is

scattered along a page or when it looks very

dense like thick cake but isn't it funny how
sometimes it does not look at all interesting until

you start—until you read pay attention apply

yourself to the task. Reading and writing are much

the same thing maybe

It is interesting when you apply yourself to the

task when you lean down your head when you

squeeze up your hand when you poise yourself

and then you know you are doing reading or you

are doing writing you are living strongly and

applying yourself to the task maybe you are

blinking or smoking or sighing but always you

are thinking you are concentrating when you are

applying yourself to the task What other task

could compare with writing? a dancer finds

dancing as a writer finds writing, a fisher finds

fishing as a writer finds writing, a cellist finds

writing as a writer finds celling, a writer is as a

grocer is as a gambler is a telephone pole climber

a writer is a one with a task. A writer mostly loves

a writers task a writer does not always though

does not always love writing. A writer might want

to sing a writer might wonder do I sing when I

write does a reader hear voice what does a reader

hear? A writer might wonder what do these

readers' heads look like these heads that my
writing will be inside. Who am I meeting?

I like writing because it is portable. I can sit

anywhere and write I can stand anywhere and

write I can lie down and write anywhere and what

is there else? and so writing is very convenient.

I like beginning writing I like beginning to

write that is I like sitting down and sitting up

straight and pressing down that is I like marking I

like making marks. This writing this very writing

this particular writing this peculiar writing is a

way of thinking is a way of beginning of

beginning to think. I like this writing because as I

begin to write I begin to think so that as I am
beginning I am beginning so that as I am writing

I am thinking. As I am writing I am adding new

writing new thinking to the beginning and so I

am forming I am. It is tiring, beginning writing is

tiring beginning thinking is tiring beginning to

write makes me tired. Oh. Tiring yes but writing

can be less tiring than simply thinking yes

certainly it is absorbing. I like writing because it

is engrossing this makes me like to think this is

not tiring.

I like being a beginner. I like being one who is

beginning one who is starting one who is newly

doing one who is newly one who is I like being

a beginner. I like being one who does not know

and starts. Starts to know. Starts jerks and eyes up

open starts to know to think. I like starting it is

fun.

I am starting and am seeing that when I take

away a period I see many meanings you read

many meanings it depends on your inflections on

your thoughts. Here it is depending on your

inflecting on your thoughts here it is depending

on your inflections it is depending on your

thoughts on your inflecting depending on your

thinking. It depends.

This is writing. This is writing what I am
writing reading what you are reading you see this

is doing what we are thinking. This is. Writing

what I am writing and reading what you are

reading is absorbing is engrossing. It is writing

what I am writing it is reading what I am writing

it is thinking what I am writing it is thinking what

we are thinking it is doing what we are doing it is

it is.
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This might sound like babble perhaps it sounds

like babble but if you listen babble sounds like

babble sounds and this does sound like this does

sound like this It all depends on looking at and

looking through on looking and then starting then

starting then beginning then on writing and on

reading and on sound

This might sound like babbling but this does

look like writing. This is the beginning this the

writing it is here it is the ending it begins it is

the ending it is the ending the beginning here it

is.

Wendy Kramer
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Laundry

How resplendent,

Driving up the coast in June,

Chopper, my terrier, asleep

In the vinyl passenger seat.

Windows down and rockabilly tunes on,

The yellow stripe rises and falls

The fields, like a hand-done patchwork quilt,

Swim over and up and away to the horizon

Miles of more green hues

Than I ever knew

Miles and miles of wind and wheat,

And the smells of cows and clean cut grass.

Blooming out of endless green

—

The every-now-and-then collection of clothes,

Flagging on a fishing line to dry,

Letting me know as I travel by,

People who I cannot see, will never know,

Are like me.

The closer I come, stripes and collars show

Though invisible to me, I know

A woman plunges her hands into lukewarm suds,

And a child's imagination played hard

To make her struggle with a stain

I can see that people work and play,

And they wear socks and underwear

Like anybody else

Were I that child of imagination,

I'd scramble up the slope of green,

Choose the bright white billowing sheet-sail,

And I'd hug the heavenly curtain as if I

Had caught the wind

It's the laundry every-now-and-then

Which weaves my heart to the landscape's skin

Wind in my sheets, wind in my sails,

Reminding me gracefully now and again,

We are kin.

Lara Robinson Ramsey
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winter's question

the leaves

like whispering flames

turn

and burn

as the fires of autumn

blaze on these foothills

once again

we stand above

the seasonal splendor

upon the rock of wolves

a vast granite soul

barren

save for the nuances

of lost streams

intermittent emotions

now latent

you watch

winged derelicts

glide in circles

above the lost dead

as 1 search

your once offering eyes

for the emerald blessings of spring

the trees

will soon be naked

humbled bare beneath

a sterile and distant

winter sun

why press

the fleeting sky

for those dark scavengers

who have long since

meandered into the west

why?

David Jones
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Peaches and The Dupont Worry-Free Stainmaster Carpet

A peach light filters through the blinds igniting particles

of free floating dust into sparks

The blinds split the peach light

into dew covered sections

I suck the surface dry and break the slices open

Squeezing the last drops onto my finger tips

Some fall into a spider's web

The mesh sieve catches them

and they glide from strand to strand.

Trapped,

they dangle above the carpet

Each thread moves like a small single stemmed plant

Bodies raised upward

in a field of out stretched arms

reaching and pleading . . .

"We are hungry and we are stain free

so feed us please feed us
."

Glenn Lissner

"Untitled, " photograph Sheron Dougherty



The Tale of a Kangaroo

You all have heard a tale or two,

But I'll tell you a tale that's true,

The story of a kangaroo,

Whose name was Abdul Ben Aboo.

He ran a most peculiar zoo,

Admitting only animals who
Could bellow, bleat or moo.

But this left out his friend, the gnu.

This was a rule he came to rue,

And so he wrote the rules anew,

Requiring just a cud to chew.

One day there came a pirate crew,

Who hankered for some mutton stew,

And planned to steal a ewe or two,

But first the guard they must subdue

The guard, a raucous cockatoo,

Raised such a noisy hullabaloo,

It roused the tenants in the zoo,

Who were obliged to join in the hue

And cry, therefore, they did pursue

The pirates, who had botched their coup,

And fled the scene without ado

The gnu cried, "Stop!" to halt the crew,

"A plague upon the likes of you

—

Your chances are not worth a sou!"

But this, the thieves refused to do.

Of course, our hero, Ben Aboo,

Was faster than his retinue,

He caught the pirate chief, and slew

Him with his trusty billiard cue.

Now this is just my point of view,

But if YOU crave some goat ragout,

Eschew /c/cfnapping from Ben's zoo

Ruth Weybright Cole



acrylic Leslie Burnside

Freezing

Sterile waves, spume sculpted

Into ice-sharp eiderdown

My bed stretches empty

Silent white ocean

Shores as distant as roaring in ears

Lips numb
fingers tipped with frost like

Wedding-cake icing

The blanket groans, cracks like glaciers

rigid across my shoulders

The weight of white

Presses my eyes

Closed.

The shallow bowl

Melted by your body

Freezes empty beside me

Liz Clarke



Not So Charming

Crouched behind her dresser

Cheeks full and flushed

Diaphragm sore in the absence of breath

Cinderella did not want to be found

Dragged by a mutiny of mice

(Who had misconstrued her silent meditation

for a plea to be rescued)

Down the stairs to where

The reception awaits

She has run hot water over her feet

Hoping the heat will make them swell

But the clever duke

Upon feeling their warmth

Orders them cooled before the proceedings

A body-shaped coffin:

The glass slipper encloses her heel

The prince misinterpreting the tears in her eyes

For a love so true it never dies

With profound resolution he declares:

"You are my queen"

In his voice the bells sounded

Of freedom's last ring

Katherine Bolender



The Occasional Nihilist

Uncertain, I fled the room.

I do not know what frightened me,

The darkness, chatter of company

I wanted not to recognize.

Limbs curved with the sagging mattress,

all hidden but headtops and hands,

they seemed to me four children

tucked in, looked after.

I had struck a match, made light,

an unwelcome bit of publicity

Had I been that blanket, I too

would have kept its secrets.

A screen against my flame,

silence perceived as answer

to my furtive trespass.

Blowing out that feeble match,

I return to shadow They cannot see

without the light Perhaps

blindness is part of their intimacy.

Careful in stepping, I crept out the door

Along the damp sidewalk, striding,

1 laugh at my white hands

What frightened me I do not know.

Tearing myself away, had I faced

that fear? Had I spoken only to myself,

and returned their silence?

I turn onto back street, uncursed

by the almost truth of streetlamps

Along that road behind the house

I move, unseen in the moist night

It has been raining I step lightly

along the pavement as I had in the room

As I walk, I think of those quadruplets,

joined sweetly at the mouth and hip.

1 know nothing of that sudden need

to pull myself away I am on this road,

and here I have put myself.

Here and now

Smoke of breath and cigarette

clouds my sight, the moon fades

into the treetops, their unseen

branches drop needles of wet.

Am I like the trees, invisible?

Ahead in the road, parked car

The window glass shines,

glistening with the rain

of early evening As I pass,

I watch for my reflection

in the liquid surface.

My black-sheathed body sheds

no light, but shiftingly mirrored

is the red of my cigarette,

dancing erratic across the glass,

so unlike the tiny hell

I hold still between my fingers.

Its little light is soothing tonight . . .

A tiny dying sun, this is me.

Silent circular fire, it

burns more than it lights up

Jonathan Lawson
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Rachel

what is it

to be one of gentility, humility, roundness

to be fond of sunsets and animal crackers

to be one of soft hands, soft breasts and

a voice that chimes across the arid regions

where Migrations of the Heart and

Dust Tracks on the Road assure your secrets

what is it

to be one of transformation and transcendence

to know bitter circumstance and to preserve most of man's banality

and still to be none of contempt

or jealousy or pity or guilt

what is it

to be scolded for difference

when deserving of applause

you who so gallantly and lawlessly loves

what is it

to be one who finds tranquility and peace

sewing together all the scraps into an elaborate guilt

a mapping of prophecy

and all the while to know

that everything reaches the petals

like the force that through the green fuse drives the flower

it is your faithful dreams for woman
that awakens in me a stirring

strikes me dizzy

at the very least

Lisa Nanstad
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Rosemary

The old woman sat sewing in the chair by the

empty fireplace, her fingers working automatically

in the familiar movements Her eyes followed their

progress, seeing the line of stitches grow, until her

mind was purged of all but the rhythm she was

creating. Her long thin body was poised perfectly

in the chair, with the glint of light on her gray

hair she was an ancient pewter carving. Outside a

car passed the old house unnoticed

The rhythm of the stitches became too easy

and she pricked herself The tiny shoot of pain

made her hands jerk, and with a frown she

realized that the evening had passed The cat was

sitting out on the windowsill, and he had been

there for a long time, attentive to every stitch.

She laid aside her work and wearily let him in to

eat Again familiar movements provided respite

for her as she dumped dry rattling food into a

bowl. The worn flooring in front of the stove

welcomed her slippers while she stirred gravy for

her own dinner.

She thought about her children, now on their

way home This afternoon she had murmured the

reassurances they'd meant to say to her She had

not cried at the funeral, she remembered, only

stood with her thin arm solidly around her

daughter's shoulders while the younger woman
cried for her father Her daughter, and all the

others, had grimly said goodbye and left hours

ago, gone back to their own lives several states

away The old woman had watched the sun set

over the fields alone, and come inside to sew.

Evening had become night, and the night grew

later as she continued to work by the light of one

lamp in the living room

When the late night news went off the

television she did not go up to her bedroom,

knowing that the room would be empty and

silent Her hands grew still in her lap and the

stitching stopped as she fell asleep.

The next day and some days after that, she

wandered from room to room of the house. She

absently dusted dustless tables and searched vainly

for something to put away When her thoughts

ran on too far she huddled in her sewing chair

with her new project. Where the idea for it had

come from, she did not know, but she was drawn

to this craft like the leaves of her garden plants

were drawn to the sun

The project had begun with a pair of

pantyhose, run in one leg. As the television

rambled on she cut up the good leg and made a

pillow-shaped object of it, stuffing it with cotton

left over from quilts she had made Her age-

spotted hands quivered as she worked, something

she had grown used to. Bits of dirt stayed under

her fingernails, evidence of an attempt at work in

the garden From the pillow-shaped body grew

four appendages of stuffed pantyhose, notched at

the ends by tight stitches into fingers and toes.

She found herself waking early in the mornings,

as if there were a breakfast to cook before a day

of work. Yet her husband no longer went off each

morning to work in the fields, and the sunrise

often found her on the porch with her coffee, her

only company the old gray tomcat She talked to

the cat about the chores she hoped to find

waiting each day
"1 guess I'll have to get some canning done.

Those tomatoes don't last long once you pick 'em.

You're getting set up for winter, too, aren't you?

Got yourself a store of mice somewhere, don't

you?" She smiled for the cat, who regarded her

stonily from where he sat curled in a chilly corner

of the porch. It was an odd, tight smile, beautiful

on her half-Indian features. From above the wide

planes of her face her eyes glittered down, some

remote emotion seemed visible there, being pulled

irretrievably into her being as if into a collapsing

star.

Later in the day, when the stove was warm and

the first pot of tomatoes was cooking, the woman
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glanced out the kitchen window and was shocked

by the sight of the bare pond over the hill Had
she expected to see a quiet man in grey

workclothes sitting there in an old kitchen chair?

There was no man, and no bucket of bait or

fishing pole there with the red leaves fallen by

the pond. For as long as she could the woman
stared at the bank where the kitchen chair was

silently, invisibly rusting.

In a quiet despair she left the stove and

huddled in her husband's chair by the empty

fireplace, hugging herself, a tear floating down

one cheek He had sat in this chair as he had sat

by the pond— quiet and nearly motionless He
read here, books and newspapers, every evening

after dinner He rarely left his chair, having

everything he needed nearby on the table or the

windowsill Sitting in his chair, as close as she

could get now to him, she thought of many years

ago when they were young and had shared the

chair some evenings It had been too long since

she had sat here, too long already since he had

sat here.

She moved to his chair to sew, her elbows

bumping the unfamiliar high sides, reminding her

that she was not in her own chair but in another

that enveloped her like a soft cocoon With

careful, varied stitches she called forth from the

smooth sphere of the doll's head a face complete

with dimples and a cleft chin

While she worked she found it comfortable to

speak to the air, reminiscing about her youth or

recounting the latest activities of the church. She

would address the air as "Jeff" now in the same

manner that she addressed it as "God"— not

expecting an answer or even acknowledgment

She was aware for several days that she was in her

husband's chair, comfortably but temporarily The
velvet cushion took on the shape of her body as

the doll took on its own human form It became

more and more lifelike every day, with blue-

button eyes, gray yarn hair and a familiar placid

expression on its small round face The old

woman made small clothes for it from the old

overalls in her husband's closet

When she was nearly done with the miniature

overalls she stopped to try them on the doll, to

check the fit, unsure of her ability to work

without a pattern They fit the doll perfectly, with

legs just over-long enough to be rolled into a cuff

The woman held the doll in one hand, adjusting

its clothes with the shaking other, until its blank

button eyes met hers Their flat circles reflected

lamplight back at her, and she threw the doll and

its incomplete clothing against the fireplace with

a weak viciousness A sound like the beginning of

a sob escaped her to punctuate this action

The doll lay undamaged by the fireplace,

resting half on its side. When the woman stopped

crying she sat watching it, her fine stoic features

only half masking her loathing of it The room

was still and silent, even the small sounds of

crying were gone, and the woman stared at the

doll which could only stare back at her from the

fireplace Something must happen, she felt, for

her to look away, but at last she took a kind of

pity on this thing she had made and retrieved it

from the floor In a few more hours it was

finished, the last slow stitches making no sound

to break the oppressive stillness in the house She

placed the doll in her husband's chair, where it

leaned limply against one arm, too small to fill

the chair She did not set it right

Victoria Lyall
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Healing My Language

I wanted my language to smell

Like my room freshman year

Filled with hard stench

Of two week cigarette ash and

Half empty beer cans from last Saturday

I wanted my language

To tell a story like the

multi-colored stains on bed sheets

So I set out to find this language

Going to blues bars on Bleecher Street

Consorting with strange women
Sporting red Mohawk haircuts in the village

And fire and brimstone Marxist radicals

But somehow my language

Contracted a horrible disease

That spread from my concepts

To my nouns, verbs, adjectives

Even my commas reeked of

Harlots, Zulu and concubines

So I checked myself

Into a literary clinic

Laying on a wooden table

With the faces of critics

Looking over my work

I tossed in my bed screaming,

"Moloch, Moloch, Moloch,

I still have nightmare visions of you

"

The diagnosis:

Advanced infection from derivation

Complicated by the combination

Of two dangerous strands,

American Beat Generation Poetry

And 19th Century French Symbolism

Further complicated by:

Adolescent egocentric visions,

Delusions of grandeur

Resulting in the desire

To live the life of a romantic

To write the writings of a romantic

With no regard for the health

Of body, mind, or literary work

So they've discharged me from the clinic now

And my work is progressively healing

That critical square needle did the trick

But I must still take

A daily dosage of imagery focus

So I can see the contemporary scene

And the critics told me
That if I stick with the program

I'll soon be a productive

Citizen in the literary community

John WL Toivonen
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listening to yesterday

again you charm my ears

with the ringing

of your strings

and I drift through

blissful days of youth

sifting the restless hours

that now reside

outside of time

bathing in summer cascades

we absorbed Charleston

walking the curious cobblestone

and crooked brick streets

remember carriages

wooden wheels

the sweat of mules

aged iron gates

and church spires

investigating heaven

we were enveloped

in Victorian brilliance

retreat to the days

on Sullivan's Isle

where sea oats root

to bond cool gray dunes

where resilient palmettoes

spread alongside

soft searing asphalt

heat mirage

wavering the distance

that stern lighthouse

stood obsolete

waiting to rule

the approaching night

as we musingly kicked

the Atlantic effervescence

high strung youth

oblivious

to the sun's rapid descent

I now find myself

at the mercy of time

as your chiming voice

fades

through a speaker

transit copper wire

and I pray for the resilience

of the palmetto

David Jones
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Fossilizing

I am dragging

the trunk

behind me
like a coffin

and it scrapes

and drags like the pensive mood
I am in.

I remember running in the field behind the house,

the wind whipping my hair around in mimic of

the kite. We always tried to build that swing, but

it never seemed to work. The rope wasn't sturdy

enough.

Get on the bus

and everyone's face

turns to me
momentarily.

Then I am part of their anonymity.

I bump into someone,

do not look at

her

and I mutter,
IIT- It

excuse me

We were out of school that day because of the

snow We threw on as many layers as Mama could

find and we waddled up the hill to Kathy and

Karen's, where we peeled the ice layers off the

Magnolia leaves. The ice was a miracle, really, like

crystal fossils, so fine and so complete

My body is

molding itself to

the bucket seat

I am making a

fist

and stamping the

end of it

(opposite my thumb)

onto the perspiration

of the window,

then making dots

with my forefinger

on top of the print,

making it look like a baby's foot

We used to catch the lightning bugs and put them

in a preserve jar with holes punched in the top

Sometimes 1 would catch 40 or so and put them

in my room with me as I tried to get to sleep,

but I would feel guilty because they were not free

and I would take them outside and let them go.

I am going home.

Laurel Nesbitt
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Jenifer VanDermark

Shine

In the ubiquitous night that is spring once only,

there is a song for children

who laugh with hearts as big as lions,

for young lovers embracing and joined at the lips

with hands on buttercups and feet full of meadowseed.

The grandfather trees breathe music, melancholy and change

To suckled pink babes with eyes like wet gems and burning upon

new breath, come sounds of birds and leaves and wind

This music of spring lifts me empty and fills my body anew

cut me open and 1 shall bleed a lovely melody,

break me open and spill my life

TJ, Crook
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woodcut Kara Ikenberry

The Jazz Man

Horn howls, coughs, spits tangled mixolydian

licks. Sputters rasping gracefully lapsing into

melodic voice. Sighs, whispers, gasps, breathes

somber passages, sings into night smoke and neon

pop art backdrop. Reed bitten hoot owl screech

and epiphany. Find and bide the bebop tradition

Chortle and snort, rage and howl baritone

scrambled eggs, flurry of chromatic open mouth

yodeling. Sax slips from lips held a fallow moment
to breathe. Brows furrow, pursed mouth aperture

speaking in tongues telling a tale of an American

music. Found in the street by the children of

Harlem and New Orleans Jazz burned a flame

that was fanned by the bellows that is the young

breath of the city The jazz man reaches the hot

point his frenzied fingers heed no boundaries

dancing frantically on the valves. This man spits

his heart through a tube

22 T.J. Crook



The Gambler gambolled about

as curtains of rain

illuminated by the dim, sallow street lamp

cleansed the street

of the thick, gooey layer

He remembers

his earlier days

when shanty beach houses were all about

The crisp, salty, autumn air

still invigorates him

The air reminds him of the shanty beach houses

that provided a sanctuary from hot New York summers

Beach houses and street lamps are rare now

—

He smiles as he remembers where Cathy's old house stood

Now a row of casinos and hotels cover the past

—

he remembers Atlantic City

without the flashing lights

without the tall buildings

with the beach houses and street lamps

There's nowhere

for him to live

here

now

The lonely street lamp

exposes a wet dollar

in front

of his black shoes

Looking up

and rubbing his eyes

he noticed the dollar

—he smiles

shakes the rain from

his hair and

grey beard

and then walks across the street

towards the vendor of dreams

Jonathan Strohl
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Colored Glass Night

Once I was sixteen and sleepless but dreaming,

ever dreaming, illuminated by moonlight with fresh and innocent sight

admiring of all the mysterious change come at night

I stood as frozen at my window as the December landscape

on the other side

The hardened rain of early that day made the trees as of glass

and the shadows they cast danced and swayed to the song of the wind

and the guitar that I played.

Clothed and shod 1 crunched down the drive to share myself

with the night, in hopes that I might capture and hold tight forever

the rolling vision of the lamb white earth, of the shaving lather

hills. Clothed in ice they reflected the light as if sheets of

molten crystal had fallen from the skies.

I stood in the road making clouds with my breath.

In my eyes the pines held boughs of sugar but the other naked trees

stretched their glazed branches to the stars.

Trembling to be in communion with this sculptured netherworld

I trudged deepfooted into the shining forest

Then you stood noble before me holding the sky in your hands

I stood dumb and you spoke softly to me

77. Crook
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"Contemplation," drypoint Jenifer VanDermark
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Present Colors

A zephre-swayed hammock
In a grass covered marsh

Stands like a beacon of shelter.

Water pushes through the sawgrass

And around the hammock, six inches deep.

Separating spots of land

Florida pine, oak, and skunk trees

All inhabit the hammocks that make a home

For brown-covered deer, and alligators, too

No different do these havens appear, until

A closer look is taken

The quiet fellow climbing the trees,

hiding in air plants

And nibbling their leaves.

He moves slowly

So few take note.

The only thing that may give him away

Is his beautiful shell, covered

With splotches and patches and

Wonderful designs— full of colors,

From a lazy slow brown to a

Graceful green.

He sometimes hides for months

Hiding in his own little monastery,

Never knowing or seeing the colors

The colors that identify him

—

On the cover of his secreted shell.

He is slow and small

And seldom seen by the quick to pass

His design may never be shared

even by his brothers from different islands

He keeps his hammock unique and separate

Swaying as a flag in the zephre

Charles Longino
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Silent

On Sunday Mother slept late

while my least favorite brother and I

concocted breakfast on our own

although the day was half gone

He fixed two toaster-type waffles

and we agreed the middle was best

while I fixed sizzle sizzle sausages

which he piled high on his way out

Alone at the kitchen counter

I could see him in the next room

his head buried between A and D
intent on recovering the funnies

Dishwasher and downpour

were the only company to console me

soon he dawdled to the trash can

and laid a trail of sticky syrup

On his way to his room, he muttered,

"Good sausage," and I, too, agreed:

"Every part of a sizzle sizzle is good."

It was a start

Leslie Burnside

photographic manipula tion Eric Huck
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Sue Buckmghan

The Field and The Sower

how long, how long? I wait and swell,

a week and two seasons of watching the moon
though I'd told him no, he held me, he did it,

Lord, he did it inside of me.

in the kitchen he appeared again tonight,

let himself in fingers for diamonds

and wine for a ring, he touched my belly,

Myself, my belly I told him no

don't forget, he said at the door,

don't forget you're carrying my child.

I laughed a snort, I laughed and I said,

Hell, I said, I'm carrying my child

Jonathan Lawson
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Confederate Jasmine

I let the bike fall

by an eighteenth century wall

in that stately neighborhood of yours.

The anesthetic scent led me numbingly

to its honeysuckle source

at the edge of a wrought iron gate.

All spring week, a secret fragrance

had drifted through the city

Helplessly my nose turned in its

sweet direction and said

—

what is it?

You waited as I stole

a length of vine to take to your mother

I asked what star shaped flower,

so mild and glorious,

hung over

garden fences, forgetting

this holy universe

A Tuesday, a Saturday, it could have been

when I brushed that unnamed blossom

across my face

It is a dark and doubtful day

that I will have that privilege again.

Courtnay Randleman Dorothy

I saw Dorothy walking

Her trim hips swaying gently

Like waves at low tide

Dashing slowly from side to side

The wind tickled her kettle black hair

Hair as black as a night without fire

And somewhere there was shouting of economic survival

And the uptown ranting of political rivals

But all 1 knew was Dorothy walking

Her trim hips swaying gently

Like waves at low tide

Dashing slowly from side to side

lohn WL Toivonen
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Do I love you?

The answer is spelled in cloud formations.

So only the swallows know

My true desire

Betsy Merten

herbal uprising

the June heat

beats my back

as I eradicate

a pestilence of

revolutionary dandelions

that infect the grassy

ground

of your grave

I call a truce

and ponder the futility

of my efforts

my soil ridden fingers

listlessly trace

the deep cut letters

of your haunting name

dense granite

marks nine years

nine passing years

that numbed

my sense of you

all I feel now
is the warmth

of this stone

David Iones
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Beware the Hunter

Cautious, not to tip the canoe

we look to see this bird afloat

a slick breast pearling the wake

The sliding bullet parts his down
paints a warning stripe of red

a buoy to mark the fowl descent

Leslie Burnside

pencil, charcoal Elizabeth Burke
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Rain Dance

A man walks effortlessly

through the rain.

The rain seeps into the cracks

of his parched skin.

For each step . . . pavement.

For each square block of pavement,

a crack.

For each crack,

a river.

Silhouettes of people

frozen against a house.

The paper walls around him

sift their garbled tongue.

As the man walks on,

the rain beckons his soul

to watch it dance

about his feet.

The rim of his derby

(the roof of his soul)

carries a piece of rain

shaken off at his doorstep.

As he enters,

the rain keeps dancing

down,

down . . .

upon his roof.

Glenn Lissner
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Near Cowpens River in Virginia

The weepy moist grass

kisses our legs as we step

into the giving and yellow green field

August mornings we go looking,

each with a sweatshirt

and a macintosh apple

Still yet to find one,

The Indian Pipes must be cautiously hiding

I would be sad to uncover

the rare ivory idea that keeps us searching

Lara Robinson Ramsey

The Poem
That Never Got Here

sits somewhere

rotting or glittering

—

I don't know which

It borrows words

like cupfuls of sugar

from other brains,

plants seedless

grapes and gropes

the earth like

blind fingers searching

for braille One fine

day it slid across

my head, a dream

I couldn't remember,

it left a stain

there, a pinprick scar,

then dashed, a thief,

out of sight

Courtnay Randleman
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Changing Seasons

An hour from home on route 18

Bo pulled his blue '72 beetle

with the red cellophane sunroof

into a roadside Sunoco station

he coasted to regular, the car

chuck-chuck-chuckled to a stop

His bride in the side seat

awoke, teased, as the sign

which read "Serve Yourself"

shone, rays though the roof

slipped into her lazy eyes

like evening red delight

She rummaged for her purse

and wobbled to the Ladies' Room
unsure on two more inches while

Bo held the nozzle in one hand

and brushed a stray lock aside

to glance at his bleach blonde

In the web woven bathroom sink

she dyed her hair Winter Walnut

dribbles cascaded searching down

as she questioned the mirror

she knew it was more appropriate

Slowly click clacking to the car

her eyes sought his approval

—

Bo tipped his hat opening her door

and inside tousled her wet head

as they pulled away from the light

he knew they'd be welcome

Leslie Burnside
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Wedding Reception, Kirk's Restaurant

Enter the jubilant throng.

Bodies of different browns in peacock finery,

their movements jaunty

their voices gravel

their hair dewy pungent.

They are dark and rich and sweet.

White woman remembers the chocolate people of her babyhood.

Tables pushed back and lights so low,

The man at the record player drops the needle.

And oh, the movement
loose and liquid,

A flick of the wrists and impact palm to palm.

(the beat conceived)

Lawndale Project Shuffle:

gritty scuff of shoe soles on dusty hardwood.

Heads thrown back release laughter deep and throaty.

All comes so easily.

"Mingle," says the manager.

White waitress fingers the knot

in her artificial opera length pearls.

She clings to a task,

the peachy flesh of the fingertips

craving the cold plastic bottom

of the cocktail tray.

And she moves (with measured grace)

to the back of the room,

Picks up discarded plastic champagne glasses,

Some lipstick smudged.

vibrant oily red fossils

of a strange and marvelous liberation

Laurel Nesbitt
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it was just this feeling

she had

overwhelmed by

the sky

She had forgotten

everything

And everyone had

forgotten to

ask her why
So she just

stood there

and waited

waited for her

heart to stop or

start

As the wind

savagely fingered

her hair

But there wasn't

any challenge anymore

The wind

kept gripping

But her heart

couldn't

start

So she tried to

walk

and

remember
But then her

mind stopped

And she felt

stiff

and

cold

Because the need

kept luring

her precious

heart

and her mind

couldn't

think

anymore

She began to

feel like the

wind

and

wanted

t( > howl

like it

and she wanted

to move with

it

faster and

faster

So she let

her mind

stop

wanting

And she began

to move
faster and

faster

Until she was

faster than

everything

And then she

remembered

but the sky

was

overwhelmed

by

her

So she stayed

in the

sky

So her mind

didn't want

anymore

And her heart

didn't

push

anymore

Lara Fields
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II Molino

I turned around

And I saw in the far

An erupting mountain reaching for beauty

With its bruised knee of stone

From the entangled Mediterranean fauna.

And to the east two hills outstretched

In the form of buttocks of a gentle woman.

Here it was, behind me, a gravely constructed

House; arched with curves of Spanish hands.

Olive trees blending into green hills,

Vineyard smelling of harvest,

There I stood.

Over, by the side, a row of cypresses

Slowly following the wind in its gentle touches.

Child, o child little I knew time would take me
Away where hands full of hearth, and smell

Of burnt wood would not be part.

Old figure, with a straw hat bending

Over the rich crop read)- to be picked.

So overtaken by his little sons, his children

Bursting, filled with the pulp to be used

In the vinepress in a few weeks.

Tension denoting his sun-burned

Forehead, my grandfather preoccupied with

Grey clouds bordering in the North.

A few days, and we all would

Fill the endless rows of the vineyard

Harvesting the so long awaited fruit.

I, sitting by the oak tree across the river,

Waiting myself for this moment,

Now wandering into remembrance

Of warm days, and the strong sun which now has departed.

Clutching to a stick feel power surmising me,

In control of the weather and the crops.

I turn and there it languishes,

A speck of the rich green sea

Entrenched between two gentle slopes.

I look, and I wander far off

With a dream of purpose, and the hand

Of a woman holding mine

In a tone of serenity.

Cyril Schlup





Burn

Arnold Waterbottle woke to the sounds of movement. Feet

slapped the floor that was his ceiling. Doors slammed open and

closed open and closed. Men shouted, women shrieked, both

sexes wept. Arnold rose and stretched peering into the hallway-

after unfastening the multitude of locks that secured his door.

He was not prepared for an exodus of this fashion. He was not

ready to leave and would not allow himself to be rushed. He saw

that people were attempting to bring certain very important

possessions with them. None seemed to notice him peering out

of his doorway. As they rushed past they all appeared to be very

excited about the leaving. It's not that Arnold had not considered

leaving before, but this apartment had been his home for many-

years. Police cars arrived. Arnold began to dress. He chose his

clothing very carefully He wanted to look nice for whatever was

going to happen. Outside large pieces of equipment were being

assembled. Arnold looked fondly at his home; he had lived there

so very long. Arnold suited his apartment in that they were both

out of the ordinary and thus, being so compatible and familiar,

he could not bring himself to leave it. He decided to allow the

leaving to come to him. Soon he heard amplified voices shout-

ing commands. Arnold felt nervous and annoyed so he poured

himself a little brandy and went out on the veranda. He looked

down at the commotion in the street below. All the men in their

shiny helmets and durable clothing. Soon more of the big trucks

came. Arnold thought of his mother. She had left long ago but he

knew he would see her again. Suddenly, the men were shouting

and pointing at Arnold. They beckoned furiously at him. He was

confused. He could not understand why they showed such

intense desire for him to join them when his company hadn't

been sought in many years. He laughed to himself and went

inside. He had been there so long and they expected him to just

leave because everyone else had. "Well, I've never been one to

follow the crowd," he scoffed to himself. It would be soon, he sat

down to wait. He smelled the smoke. He felt the heat. He made a

sound and then he left.

T.J. Crook
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Karen

I laughed when you stumbled down my stairs

It was dark and you lost your footing

I smiled as the wind kicked your hair

The brown strands danced like wheat

Under the whip of the wind.

And I smiled again when I saw-

Eyes of a woodland pond

Covered with the bark I'd stripped with my hands

And your hair still danced

Kicked bv the wind.

John W. L Toivonen

Please.

On her knees

A crumble-bone woman crouches

Humbled to the grass caking her lips

That she once humbled.

In a waist-deep collapse

She has sifted into

And in the dust she scrapes

And over the dryness drags

And kneads and scratches the Earth

Until her sponge-bone knuckles

Peel back to their wrist

And still she scrapes just bone

The stained shirt of her own
and cries . . .

"Where are you now son?

do you think that you have won?"

Remove those wet clothes

That stiffen and crust in the cold

Whose heaviness wears you. . .

The seams chafe your skin

And you long to be the warm negro

Lying naked in the sun.

After War Andrew Bnink
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Ingrid*e

The man set the glass down on the table in the front hall. The refreshing simplicity

of ice water could not satisfy him on this day. Condensation slid down the glass and met

the mahogany plane which could be defined by a thin layer of dust and a hoard of

unopened letters. A disabled lamp and an ordinary shoe box sat on the floor beside the

table. He watched as a bead ofwater made its brief, inevitable journey to that place where

the glass met the wood. From another room a television murmured of world events,

pushing informative sound into the house. He blinked and reached into his shirt pocket

to find his cigarettes. There were three left. With his other hand he retrieved a book of

matches from a pocket in his trousers. He put a cigarette between his lips and discarded

the pack on the table beside the wet glass. Striking a match brought sulfur into the air

and he smiled. He drew heavily on the cigarette until it fully lit and then threw the match

to the floor. The new smoke hung about his head like a cobweb. He smoked to be

draped with it. Resuming his pensive gaze, he watched the beads of water migrate from

the cylinder to the plane. A water mark was becoming.

The television disrupted the man's focus, spitting out the sounds of chopped

advertising. The man blinked, breaking his observation. With the change in the sound

came an inflection in his mood. He flicked some ashes onto the pile of letters, snatched

the shoe box up under his arm and proceeded to the front of the hall. Swinging the door

wide open, he stepped into the day. This was the day it had to be. The sky was cloudless

and infinite, with depth to its royal hue. The sun was to his back and everything before

him lay vividly defined. He moved to his car with an anticipation that was common only

to him.

When he arrived at the car, he pulled the door open, set the shoe box in the middle

of the seat and slid behind the wheel, leaving the door open and one foot outside on the

gravel. A thin, gray cat sat purring on the passenger side. Waving its tail over the vinyl, it

turned to look out its window.

"What's on your little mind today, Ingrid," asked the man in a fairly disinterested

voice. The cat turned to face the man and continued purring. His cigarette hung from his

mouth with a long gray ash at its end. Twitching his lips, he skillfully lost the ash to his

lap. The cigarette was nearing its demise each time he sucked air through his body.

"You really don't like to share your thoughts, do you?" Ingrid blinked and curled

her tail a bit as the man made his final pull on the cigarette. It brightened and then

dimmed in a fresh cloud of smoke. He extinguished the smoldering butt beneath his

foot on the rocky ground and said, 'Actually, it's probably best that you don't surrender

your thoughts so readily." Ingrid stretched her front legs out before her and spread her

claws with a yawn.

"What did your ancestors think about tennis rackets," he said chuckling at himself.

There was a silence. "Lighten up, Ingrid. It was a joke. It was sick, but nonetheless

humorous." Ingrid blinked. "There is no reason to get upset," he said emphatically.

"Now rackets are made with nylon strings. Your kind should be thankful for man's

industrial progress, really." He pulled his foot inside, closed the door and turned the key

that was already in the ignition. The car coughed to life and crawled down the gravel

drive, its right blinker flashing. The oak door to the house was just as wide open as it was
the moment he stepped into the day. At the end of the driveway the man paused to look

both ways and then turning to the left, he accelerated onto the highway.



They drove without much variation in speed, stopping only once for a traffic light.

The man tried to keep things consistent and leveled while on the road. His destination

lay in probability, not place. Popular culture guaranteed the success of his calling. He
would undoubtedly find his mark during this drive.

Ingrid scratched behind her ear with her hind leg. She looked up into the man's

face and blinked. "I suppose you could use something to eat," the man said, beaming

back at her. "I thought so. Not to worry, I have come prepared." Maintaining a steady

course with his knee beneath the steering wheel, he lifted the lid off of the shoe box.

Inside were two cans of tuna fish and a three-fifty-seven magnum. He stared at the gun

for a moment. He then pulled out one of the cans, opened it and set it on the seat next to

Ingrid. "Enjoy," he said, running his fingers down her soft back. She rose at his touch and

sniffed the fish. She looked up into his eyes and then back at the food. She began eating,

taking ample time to chew each morsel.

The highway transformed from two lanes to four and was now separated by a

verdant median of tall, vibrant grass. The man rolled down Ingrids window and said

loudly, "I hope you don't mind the air." The seat belt flapped in the wind. Ingrid finished

the last of the tuna fish and dropped to the floor where she could rest without so much
of a breeze.

He passed a red convertible and smiled at the woman driving. She paid him no

attention, as she was constantly pushing her hair back from her face to see the road

ahead. He left her in the distance.

Soon he came upon his mark; a light blue station wagon with simulated wooden
paneling driven by a woman wearing mirrored glasses and a sun visor. The real target

clung to the back window behind the driver's seat. It was that bright orange, stuffed cat

with black stripes, bulbous eyes and a false grin. He eased his foot from the gas,

changing the tone of the engine. The woman turned to investigate. The man gripped the

wheel with his knees, raised the dense metal gun from the box with both hands and

took careful aim. The woman's mouth dropped as a helpless panic swept her face.

Shaking his head in disapproval, the man pulled the trigger, disintegnting the window

that once held the disturbing icon.

The hysterical woman and station wagon skidded off the pavement and into a

cornfield as the man returned the warm gun to the box, rolled up the window and

resumed his normal speed, not once looking into his rear-view mirror to assess the

damage he left behind. Ingrid sprung back onto the seat and curled up in the sunlight.

The pervasive odor of spent gunpowder lingered in the contained air. Smiling wryly, the

man fixed his vision on the line where the roads joined the sky.

DavidJones



Gnarled wire and Trillium:

Inside the jacket of a dead man,

Curved ribs and a pocketwatch

(No longer ticking

Elliptical Thoughts

(A leaf falling with a sleepy twist)

Falling through time.

Andrew Brunk

Tell The Children Not to Fear The Dark

Ask if they remember another's heartbeat sifting down to them —
let them listen to the crickets rhythmic chirp.

Did they feel heat soaking in from arms resting on a high stomach?

Through an open window let the balm) - summer air breathe in.

Did they toss gently in a bed like a warm ocean?

The moist evening will not wilt their freshness.

If they recall a sightless faith

Tell them close their eyes and there will be no lack of vision.

Victoria Lyall
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They Calls Him Fruit Head

John Earl James

They calls him fruit head.

Maybe it's cuz he pulled a raccoon

out of a low tree into the canoe

and spilled $700 worth of equipment

into the Chatooga.

Or maybe it's cuz he forgot

to buy a motor

for his new bass boat

and didn't realize it

till he'd shoved himself out into deep water

with an oar.

But I think the real reason they calls him Fruit Head

is cuz of one time when he was suppose to haul

a load of watermelons up

from Surry county up to Sparta

for old Mr. Tyndall

and Fruit Head forgot to hook the trailer up to the cab.

Drove all the way to Sparta before he noticed.

Stopped at a weigh station and Shoney's along the way too.

Then he figured the trailer had come loose.

Drove back along US 77 about 10 mph
looking on the sides of the road.

Took him 6 hours to get back.

By that time the watermelons had been sunnin themselves

bout all day.

Yeah, old Mr. Tyndall was pretty mad.

Never called him John Earl Jones again.

Phil Henson



The Performance of a Union

They were cynical when they touched each other.

Hands that spoke of carnal tragicomedies

an entertainment that ran for their friends

a carnival sideshow of discordant appetite.

And they always broke into this theatrical jousting

when their fanatical crowd filled the hall

bearing gifts in response to this comic musical.

They had tried dancing but found it

hard to keep a nimble step

when knocked around by

the roaring of their passionate groundlings.

So they picked up singing.

Fine voices but they strained

them badly in their devotion

to titillation of a brute audience.

And when they bowed goodnight

and left the stage their fans

thought the black musical

had belted its encore.

But the fifth act usually opened

in her room and too angry

to draw down the shade

they dove into a breaking of flesh.

They were always hungry.

But in this moment they

became sweet gluttons sharing

a feast prepared for this meeting

by their empty and rumbling spirit.

And when they had enough to eat

they lay there wrapped up

and bloated on each other

kissing with satirical lips.

They were cynical when they touched each other.

Too many concert halls filled for their act.

But they heard cheering behind the curtain

so they grabbed each other for showtime

smiling at the crewd with their satirical lips.

They were cynical when they touched each other.

But the strongest confession the crowd missed.

For truth is the fifth act was the best.

Not ending till the woman sang the final song.

John W.L Toivonen



I climb out of bed and look at you

It's morning and light and I can see your face

and I don't know you as well as I should,

considering our circumstances

and in the night that has passed

I've found a rusty nail and a plastic dog in your bed

and these things have endeared you to me

as though something needed to

so I'm looking at you with a mixture of feelings

and a great deal more affection than you'd think

I walk around your rooms uncertainly

wanting to leave

and wanting you to wake up, and be kind to me

and your voice

which woke me last night

asked me if I was suffering

and in my confusion I said no

and your hands

turning on the music

turning off the light

I remembered your upturned profile as we danced

your hands on me
I remember tasting you

your sweat and skin in my mouth

and when I leave it's too permanent

the sunshine is too bright

but my dress still smells like you

and your hands

they turned on the music

they turned off the light

Christum Pelech



Cleanse

Fallen you lay, teeming with earth

Beckoning unto me that I should deliver you from your impurity

and reconcile you to wholeness again.

Oh, Father of all things find me not broken under my cross

but give unto me the strength of selflessness

and exulted will I be. Effortless under my burden

to baptise those unclean things

and restore them to their former simplicity.

But here a voice rasps of servitude.

Tis Beelzebub lurking near made of dirt and shadow and myth.

He transforms my lighted path to darkened chamber where my grip loosens

and you slide from me.

Instead of baptised you become drowned in whirling

Clinging to one another centrifugally hurled and compressed

you bleed into one another and lose your identity plunging headlong

into tumult and confusion.

With my heart broken open I pour light from my body

and Satan shrinks in the presence of God.

Undaunted of purpose, I pluck you from the soiled water

and gather you as my flock that you are once again

to stand as brethren.

But purity is elusive and thorns will again grip my brow.

77 / Crook



I'm beginning.

My mind, my sight and

my
.... flesh hands reach.

Wonder and marvel at

The myriad of motions in

the air in the

Turbulent river thoughts.

I spin in mind, in wood with worms.

Swim the grass sea, making islands of trees.

I'm the condensed version of

what could be,

A flower or a clay bead,

Rolling.

So what is glowing? my eyes extract starshine

from the night's crystal'ed ease.

And what is showing? my sight burns in color wash,

the winded shades of splintered sun.

Life and living,

Smother black roots deep within me.

I'll try and pry loose, draw out,

these noose-like roots that

necklace my freckled hickory throat.

Try and cry away the rain.

My mind, my sight

my
.... flesh hands cling,

To life and living.

Bursts and spinning.

shoving away from

That other balance.

The clock arm falling behind my eyes.

My dreams, my fright

my
.... raw hands stretch

Into the shadow slipping

past my face.

Into the meadows dripping

with life and living.

I'm just beginning.

E.B.
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The Drug Store Duel

George walked down the front steps of his brownstone and choked on his lollipop. He performed

the Heineke maneuver, a maneuver derived from the Heimlich maneuver designed for people who have

no one around who knows the Heimlich maneuver. To bystanders, it appears masochistic, because the

choking person must punch themselves in the abdomen several times. George performed the Heineke

maneuver successfully, hurling his lollipop across the street and embedding it in a tree.

Recovering, George surveyed the neighborhood. It was a beautiful day: the sun was shining, the

birds were singing, and Mr. Wilson was arc-welding a bicycle to his wrought-iron fence. Mr. Wilson did not

like kids bothering his property, and after warning them a few times, he decided he would teach them a

lesson. Once, a kid left a skateboard on Mr. Wilson's front steps, which Mr. Wilson found quite by accident.

After returning from the hospital, Mr. Wilson encased the skateboard in plaster of paris and mailed it to

the kid C.O.D.

George waved a friendly wave to Mr. Wilson, and Mr. Wilson waved back, singeing his shirt in the

process. Mr. Wilson cursed loudly and Georges dog, Buttface, who had been obediently heeling to his

master, barked happily. Buttface loved to hear curse words, the more obscene and derogatory the better.

Georges father had a habit of insulting people — and Buttface — with a smile on his face, and from this,

Buttface had learned to like the more colorful side of the language.

George turned down the street and strode purposely to the corner. After all, George had a reason to

go to the corner: he needed to cross the street. Buttface, however, had no such reason, but since his

master was in such a purposeful mood, he decided to tag along, for this was a chance to meet new people,

bother them incessantly and get yelled at.

After reaching the corner, George and Buttface crossed the street, entered Mr. Whickers drug store

and began to read comics. Buttface stopped after realizing he never learned how to read, and besides,

turning pages is difficult when you lack hands. So Buttface just drooled cheerfully while George leafed

through the latest issue of "Kaptain Kudzu and the Ivy League."

Mr. Whicker walked up to George, his arms propped against his sides forming two triangles, and

sneered, "Are you going to buy that comic book or not? I'm not running a library here, you know. Ifyou're

not going to buy anything, get out, and take your drooling dog with you. And wipe up that puddle before

you leave."

George "Yessir'ed Mr. Whicker, wiping up the pool of saliva and began to coax Buttface out of the

store with a few insults. Normally, Mr. Whicker tolerated George's browsing, for it allowed him to expand

his repertoire of frowns and sneers, but today he was exceedingly antsy; today he was sucking gum.

Yes, sucking gum. Mr. Whicker possessed the most powerful lungs in the county, lungs so powerful

that he could suck all the sugar out of a stick ofgum by merely moistening it with his saliva and inhaling.

When he had sucked the gum dry, he clenched a weapon between his teeth, for he could spit as

powerfully as he could suck. Long ago, he had developed these abilities, honing his accuracy by squirrel

hunting with a pack ofJuicy Fruit. His neighbors can tell when he's practicing, for his gumwads often

break the sound barrier.

Apparently, Mr. Whicker was expecting trouble, and he had good reason, for trouble walked into the

store on the six feet of the Brothers Kearsney: Tommy, Albert and Pete. This terrible trio was known about

town as bad dressers with a bad attitude: ever since they were toddlers, they had been jeered by their

peers, for their mismatched socks, garish galoshes, shoddy shoes, plaid pants, and downright unfashion-

able shirts. They resented the remarks, and now tout their resentment as bullies: they pick on preppies,

harangue hippies, badger beauty queens, and sass snappy dressers of any sort. Nowadays, they get their

kicks from trampling the flag of fashion into the mud of muddiness with their oversized, electric blue

army boots.



Tommy ambled in the entranceway, blocking George's exit, and Pete "Moss" and Albert "Dirt" trailed

behind, brandishing their ping-pong paddles; they were prepared for Mr. Whickers supersonic spits.

Tommy grinned, breaking the toothpick he twirled between his teeth, and started his sinister spiel: "We

heard you was selling fashion' in your store, Mr. Whicker, sowe came by to check it out. Now, you wouldn't

be selling fashion,' would you? After all, fashion is fascist, and you wouldn't want to be fascist, would you?

You know what we do to fascists, don't you?" Tommy loved to punctuate his sentences with rhetorical

questions, and was really starting to gleam — or rather his teeth did as his grin widened, lengthened, and

even thickened.

Tired of this display of dental dexterity and desirous of a fresh stick of gum, Mr. Whicker pulled one

from the pack in his chest pocket and threateningly stuck it in his mouth, wrapper and all. He chewed

slowly and emphatically a few times, and then to punctuate his threat, spit the wrapper into a nearby metal

wastebasket, denting the side and permeating the store with an ominous clang. Sneering his most knee-

weakening sneer, he glowered his eyes, curdled his lips, and clipped; "Yes, I am selling fashion. Get out."

Tommy, legs steady, met his glower with a piercing, self-confident squint and replied, "I don't think

so, Mr. Whicker. Boys, bring out the guns." "Moss" and "Dirt" smirked, sheathed their paddles, and from

their torn leather jackets pulled squirt guns. These guns were not normal squirt guns; instead ofwater for

ammo, dyes of various nauseating hues filled their tanks. Still looking at Mr. Whicker, Tommy nodded

towards the clothing racks, saying, "Head on over there, boys, and make a fashion statement."

As the boys headed towards the racks, Mr. Whicker mouthed his gum for a few seconds, glowering

more loudly at Tommy. Suddenly, Mr. Whicker spun on his heels, faced the boys who now had their backs

to him, and with two rapid "ptui's rapped them on the back of their heads, knocking them out. Tommy,

shocked spun on HIS heels and ran out the front door, swerving to the left. But before he could complete

his swerve, Mr. Whicker had spun again and with the gum remaining in his mouth pegged Tommy on his

skull, dropping him to the ground. Mr. Whicker spun yet again, this time to face George and Buttface,

whose jaws both flopped open from the spectacle, and snapped, "Go to my phone and call the sheriff,

George. I can't pick up this trash by myself."

George numbly obeyed, and numbly returned to the front of the check-out counter. Mr. Whicker, still

worked up, faced him, tilting forward at the waist, arms akimbo, mouth frowning, said: "Let this be a

lesson to you, George, one you can tell your friends."

George took the lesson to heart.

William Moates
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The Star of Gondwana

there is a

lot that is impossible to know on this star's

day

a bird of pure chance

impermanence

we strain this star

arise

and

converge

Scott Trent

Meat)' hands reached for the obtuse granite, slick and submerged in the heavy soil.

They tore it from its muddy home, and pitched it away. It crashed through the upright

stalks of polk, jarring from them bellying dark berries. The stone settled quickly, and

revealed through rusty patina the chalky white scars of a steel plow. In repose, it

squeezed the juice from the veins of the purple stalk.

Again, hands plunged into the black loam, now emerging with a beautiful

symmetric stone. Its weight was borne awkwardly to the sled. In place, the stone was

acknowledged by a greasy tobacco smile and a look of simple pleasure.

The mule plodded through the turned field, the large ears remaining erect as his

great head bobbed rhythmically with the effort. Onward through thick clover, heavy

with the nectar of the spring morning; the sled tore at the clover, revealing in jagged

strips the fertile dark earth and disturbing the sluggish morning bees that danced from

blossom to blossom.

Andrew Brunk
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Pulling the Blind

I reject

any of your humped shoulders wisped

by gilded storm winds in an intertwining push

upwards making crescent moon caves at your

brow that trip me and send me
tumbling into their dark mouths whose tongues

hold gentle my stumbling

daydreams and spit me out between the bulge

of tight bisque skin, rolling hills

of your back banded by great roots

of wet hair that leave silver

snail tracks across my face that blind me
under moonlight and

I reject

the way you turn to hot candle w7ax that

slips over my thigh and sends white

quivering through my gut like the ease of

lightning in an empty sky and all

of your redness pursed by steam that tastes

of soap and the slippery moss of wet flesh

against wet flesh that sprouts from between

white porcelain tile and

flowers in humid air and

I reject

the way your jaw seems to just fit the hollow

of my shoulder creating a conjunction

for my justification and

I reject

the way that if I could only slip you

over me my filling would finally have form.

.Ashley Emerson
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Waiting on a Train

For train I wait on rusty tracks

Where hot wind blows the smell of tar

Across the lonely rails and rocks

And insects dance the avenues

Where iron horse once ran unbound

From here to Newport News and back

With cotton and tobacco stashed

In Norfolk-Southern saddle bags

Now the road of steel lies fallow

And weeds sprout between the aged ties

This wood and iron way is quiet

Save the wind stirring insect husks

And blue jay calls from glass transformers

On forgotten telegraph poles.

Phil Henson

Death of a Monument

Bad poetry and jug wine at Annies.

the courtyard

the restaurant

the smoky bar. rumbling

It was a monument to our seventeenth year,

to our looking for something

in hea\y jazz pulse.

Were we around to see Annie's flirt slow,

eyes tired from the long, long fling?

And now that it's over, are our voice-phantoms absorbed

in the walls of that kicked building?

We, the young sophisticates,

leeching onto some sweet passion

of living.

We didn't know the silent electric of afterwards,

the pretty chill that guards

youths boarded-up statues.

Laurel Nesbitt
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Catalyst

Left to sit and be stimulated. K

Come and spin me!

Come and blow through me — through

my finger-tipped elbows.

I want to be a dream on the wind — to fall away from

the smashing face of swilling sun.

I want to be more than a young woman in the mist —
More than a single stationary picture flattened —

laminated and boring to hold.

Beyond being left to be stimulated —
I want to provoke, a colorful catalyst

That seems more than just one rain drop cast —
More than just a flicker flash of my eye-lid lobbing.

I want my insides outside, and the whole served on a plate

for lunch.

Will my will exceed my restraints — my ropes of contradicting

hopes and learned ties twisting tight.

Will I wait, sit low and squander away into spoon-fulls

of mud and blood, tears and touches lost with time.

Squeeze me into larger proportions.

Press and spread me — I must be winged and webbed —
Into the splash of goose-pimpled day-dreams I seep

And am left to sit and be —
Saturated and wondering how long I can last.

Erica Bricking
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Prism

From all sounds, here collected, displayed;

(I will be freer still)

A white light freeing the agents of form —

A light toward which the rippled obscure swimmer rises;

We see her skin burst the surface with its color.

Scott Trent

Feet in the ground am I

No sideways walking footpath blunderer

Taken from seedling to sapling to moss covered

fruition of arboreal splendor

Tried and true, I am steadfast and headlong.

Taller than you, I am catcher of lightning bolts,

home of the skybound, host and sustainer of metropoli.

Call me not motionless for mine is the motion of the earth

and of all lhing things.

Formless and formed, I am burden and cross bearer.

Tender in youth, I am cudgel and whipping post.

I lift your children to the sky and dangle your criminals.

Cherish me I breathe life into you.

T.J. Crook



She and Her Namesake

"Back then I thought he was the most handsome thing walking;x£s

Marie takes grandbabys hand,

brings her to the beauty parlor,

where grandbaby sits and swings her legs,

sucks on the neck of a green Coke bottle,

stares at the hairdresser's plastic fingers

raking chocolate pudding through Maries coarse locks.

It puts her in mind of muffin men,

and she hopes they will bake some
when they get home,

bake them in those faded pastel cupcake sleeves.

Marie and grandbaby stand in the back yard,

grandbaby pinching snapdragon heads with stubby fingers,

Marie holding conference with the birds.

chick-chick-chicka-dee

chick-chick-chicka-dee

Her voice is raspy, very pretty.

Grandbaby takes a self-guided tour of the house,

wants to touch all the old, delicate things.

Someday she will love old, delicate things herself.

And Marie will tell a grown-up grandbaby

what its like to play Mama for a very long time,

what its like to hide the things gone bad

up in the cupboard

behind the Beenie-Weenies

where nobody looks,

what it's like to know that happiness

is really very flexible

after all.

"Back then I thought he was the most handsome thing walking.

I guess I still do."

Laurel Nesbitt
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"Yes" breathed the morning quietly, and he sat up to watch the occasional car drift unabrasively on

the road that dipped and curled sleepily by. He took a sip of cool air to wash the crusty sleep from him,

and laughed aloud to see the numbness of morning riding the crest of day. "Does your watch tell time or

do you have to read it?" he asked the quiet, pale monoliths of the bridge he awoke under, passing on this

favorite riddle often posed to wide childhood eyes by his father. Perhaps, he thought, it would wander to

the remote corners under the bridge, where it was dark and still and quiet, and not be discovered until

someone else posed to the bridge a question possessing similar patina. His father was often loud and

always big and sometimes seemed to have the same patina as the question. His hands had it, and were

his most distinguishing characteristic in a magic, mortal way. A soft band ofgold on one finger, theywere

finely sculpted with bulging faintly blue veins that quietly felt their way to his fingers, and they were the

hands that guided the chisels and blades that shaped the wood that filled the darker corners of the mind

of a shy young boy.

Bare kneed on the planed lumber, feeling the grain and edges, he sometimes wondered if other

people noticed that you could hear the hand planes and dovetail saws in a piece of furniture, or if others

too hoped that one might catch them still at work if a long closed drawer was opened quickly enough.

For him the tools were inseparable from the wood they scribed, and the hand that guided the tools still

wore the smooth handles and the artisan still guided the hand that shaped, and the heart still beat

somewhere too, so the artisan must still be a part of the wood that grew quietly from the land. In a dusty

corner of the bottom drawer of a chest that belonged to a very old woman, he knew he could find the

faint rhythm of the mallet and the knowing touch of the hands of the artisan.

The angular strikes of red sun bathed the concrete, and while they had little concern for the bridge,

they somehow pointed toward the true animation. Quietly they warmed the stoic monoliths, allowing

the bridge one quick heartbeat, one bite of hot breath . . . only enough to begin. The heartbeat was the

beginning of a rhythm, perhaps the same rhythm that the chamfered bottom of a long closed drawer

whispered into the darkness, the rhythm that divulged secrets that grabbed through him to his spine

and sometimes made his thoughts live forever. The shapes of sun had little concern for death, being

more concerned with the deepening blue sky and the roots of trees feeling their way through rich black

soil, with pillows of green moss and with places where there are no voices save those of petals and

droplets.

Though unaware of it as he sat in the coolness of the under-bridge with occasional tires peeling

dryly by, that was the freedom he reached skyward for with still wide eyes; the wet gush of that one

heartbeat, the deep lungful of penetrating life continued and repeated again and again. The old yearning

that he always felt, though sometimes more than others, had gradually fermented (sometimes he feared

it would turn to vinegar if it was not deftly poured into fine crystal and toasted with a ring that never

quieted) into hot, wet vapor, not containable by anything less than thick, green glass. He had grown
adept at sealing the steamy leaks, but once in a while an inevitable tinge would slip through and, as

ethereal quiet smoke, gently spread to even the remotest parts of an unexplored room, or the unseen

niches of cool bridge girders, or a dusty corner of the bottom drawer of a chest that belongs to a very old

woman. He stepped from under the bridge and smiled as the sun's angular warmth undressed him.

small pebbles crunching mildly under his soles.

Andrew Bnink
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a mortal knowings

The old woman, she was

Tell me, I said

what you know well.

To see, she said

to know the ripeness of color

to bleed

each time a ruby

birth, a burgundy

death.

to black.

then pure.

To hear, she said

to know
the sound of deep piano keys banged

the sound that makes death

a dying

the sound of bruise that leads into further black;

the sound —
dreaded pang and wretched blow

low keys banged on the piano.

To know without hesitation

struggle is a word one is always in.

To be stubborn in ones love

To let all this live

Lisa Forrest Bogar



Hot Tub: a Sestina

Soon, in the chill moonlight, our breath

clouds and spreads away. My b< >dy

crisps to the air as we change

out of shirts and skirts, then into the water.

We crouch — gentle, slow, meeting the surface;

the first touch almost too hot.

Womblike, the tub floats our bodies

in milky fog. Our visions change;

the white of stars reflected in water,

the bright and fertile moon. Beneath the surface

pale limbs touch and shift; soaking hot,

slow melting upward, exhausting in breath.

Falling together, our words change

to sounds, resonate like ripples in water.

Our tub, a drum beneath its paint surface,

plays with kick and slosh, jazz-hot

as the fire's tongues and shimmering breath

play like orchestras, which are our bodies.

Shifting legs dance under the water —
Rising from the deep, my two feet surface,

lean and disappear down; molten flows spread hot

and healing between my toes. Through the breath

mist, bare trees pose, their bodies

also naked; weathering the season change.

Climbing out, your ripples paint the surface,

splashing the moon. On the deck, above our hot

tub, you melt a hole in the night; your breath

clouds and spreads away; the hairs of your body,

your nipples erect in the breeze — a quick change

from the syrup stillness of the water.

Tomblike, this vessel contains me, its hot

blooded child. Silent, keeping my breath,

I watch you fade, your slowly drying body.

Nothing about me doth fade, but that suffers a sea change,

Into something rich and strange. It is only water,

my wrinkling death, so long beneath the surface.

Moon, wash us when the hot curls of our breath

spread away, when the water evaporates from our bodies.

Whiten the still tub surface; wax as we too change.

Jonathan Lawson
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Lady, green eyes

or greyish shale.

Woman girl, flowing skirt,

And fire, rains a sweet song

From her mouth.

Flames the dry desert

Of her palms pressed together

Then apart; arms are wings that are

Just arms — are things that

Can pull her and push her,

Pull you, push you too.

Eyes that are beams, that aren't

Just eyes.

Lady, spinning vices

or just dream-ridden.

Close like a flower and lean softly —
be watched.

Stun like a snake, and glide smoothly —
be watched.

Turn and return to the place, but it's moved.

Confusion hands holding the cold sifter down,

Catching low currents — though its seen only dust.

Shell do what she must, do what

Is drawn and bled out of her paper skin.

Flaming a dry desert,

Instilling one thing now, another later.

Catching only glimpses,

But filling and spilling like one should.

What blue wave shades her sanguine brow?

Depths send signals not always heard,

And apart and distance — she spreads

like a cloud —
Reaching like a vine along walls.

Rush and glee of living, swelling.

Reaching like a vine.

Erica Brick/>ig



ON HEARING LIADOV'S
THE ENCHANTED LAKE

Stars fade as pearly mists begin to rise,

A killdeer cries,

It is the gentle, pristine time of day

Before the sun ascends,

And night's dominion ends;

Enchantment holds the sun at bay.

Too soon the quiet waters of the lake

Begin to wake,

As teasing ripples brush its morning face;

Now spangled bands of gold

The sparkling waves enfold,

As sun and water interlace.

White chargers plunge ashore, their manes flung high,

As gulls flash by,

To celebrate the zenith of the sun;

Then glide the long, blue shades

Of dusk, as sunset fades,

The battle with the wind at long last won.

Now, lying silent in the dark, the lake

Ensnares the silver shimmer of moon's wake.

Ruth Weybrigbt Cole
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SONG ABOUT A LITTLE ROADSIDE TOINT

To all who travel along

the plateau of smoggy dreams, who
look out over the bleakness of gray

women who serve scrambled eggs and black

coffee in little roadside joints,

To all who carry in their glove

compartments maps and empty

plastic bags and pens that don't write,

who sleep with people

who are sleeping alongside the road,

who eat with people

who are eating alongside the road,

who smell dead animals

that are decaying alongside the road,

To all who sing as they ride,

loud, loud, coming in clear on station X,

To all who make faces at other travellers,

to those who say, "I am going to make
contact with this person in the Honda,"

and wave as they slide

through the mile-per-hour wind

into the land of tail-lights,

To those who sing loudest

as they ride, and to those who do not sing,

To all who pay the toll-booth toll and say,

to the toll-booth person, the run-of-the-mill

toll-booth person, "hello"

and of course, to those who say nothing.

To every trucker who works the road,

who makes a piece of work each time

a trip is made, through Virginia fog,

a strip of Maryland thin as toast,

up to PA, over to NY, and past myself,

in a '68 Cadillac the color of a 100 peso coin,

just west of Hazelton, just north, just right —
heading along. And to every gas station

contradiction, every foul direction,

and all who give them, intentionally

or not, and everyone who follows

them and eventually turns around

or stops and asks someone else,

or just gets lost, especially to those

who get lost. And finally, to everyone

who carries with them a copy of the Bible,

or a plastic frog on the dashboard,

or someone they love, for security

or to avoid the impurity of hating everyone

for lack of having anyone to talk to,

To all of these and more, to all,

a very special invitation to a roadside

joint celebration, a celebration —
and a place to put your feet on someone's knees,

someone's knees to rest your feet on,

somewhere where the clatter of dishes,

plate on spoon, spoon against glass against saucer,

settles on the brain with the kindness

of a finished thunder, a smooth polish

on the ear, and where the artificial light

of 3:00 a.m. falls honestly and decently

on the entire roadside joint, and each

tired and uncertain person inside, for a minute,

looks like an angel.

Courtlier Rcuidlemcm



THE DAY SHE DIED

I walked with blinders

blinders that blocked out

the smell of sweetness, her sweetness

like the sweetness of milk,

the sweetness of her dust that

left a film over everything (dust

that I shared and dust that made
up my bones, bones that ached to be

the dust that filmed

her things too)

the smell of sweetness, the sweetness

of powder and silver hairs, powder

skin whose touch was home and the place

where I've come and could always go,

the sweetness of powder she left

that I now longed to spread

sweet and thick over me to fill

the great crack she left behind.

I walked with blinders

blinders that prevented sight

from cradling bifocals

left in the same place that she

left them, the same place that she

left, she left me, cradling them

like a hysterical mother with her dead

child, back and forth as if

the action might somehow make
everything less final and if I

could hold them so tightly

that they would puncture

my breast and sink deep

I would know that she must be

the knifing pain, festering

tumor in my chest,

once ready she could peel her way

out of me and bloom before

me, right there in that house

that had been listening in

on these (our) twenty years.

I walked with blinders

blinders that blocked the taste

of food we ate four days,

familiar food, food that grew

my bones, the bones

of my mother, bones

left behind

her food, food that was her,

we were eating her until

soon she would be gone

and all would be

digested... final.

The next morning

blinders were gone

with dreams and nothing

to occupy my senses, no pacing

relatives, stories, cooking, nor touch,

not even left over cold to chill

my bones, just me
not suffering enough with my swollen

head and eyes puffed like empty

deserts, eyes with vision

two inches behind them and

that feeling inside like touching

something so hot it feels cold.

I swore right there it was me
who died in a back-humped crouch

alone, stillness, biofocals, powder

and silver hairs

and bones.

Ashley Emerson
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Somewhere is a place on the North side

Where a spring rises into mint leaves sweet and full

Where snakes live among stones and rocks and the

Blackberry briars grow thick and burdened.

I go in September and let them fall into my hands.

Let them fall into my hands, warm and heavy like black words

Let the thorns graze my arms, words like snare and prick.

Let the snakes feel my presence,

Sliding over my boots into the dead brown arms of last year

Never catching but for the glint of an eyelet

Or a fingerprint of ink left by a fallen berry.

Andrew Brunk

In Bright Noon

The edges of her dresses

whoo swoosh

held harsh about and from her

and quickened and lightened

Everyone makes comments on Such hideous patterns she matches

When this skin meets that sky with sheaves of cloth

My Word such stripes and dots

Against

The circles of her knees

yes please

Wendy Kramer



The Etchings in Caves

I

They painted the wall white,

and it gleamed of hazy-edged potential,

smelled like a starting place,

the gown and veil neatly folded,

newly boxed under the bed.

II

"Stand up straight, Emma."

Mother's cool hand on her forehead,

the muffled scratch on the wall behind her.

Soft gray pencil snatched a moment
from the process.

Emma at three.

Ill

At an age when confusion delighted,

she could spin forever,

blindfold so tight it stretched the skin,

patent-leather shoes clicking small

on the floorboards.

She fumbled for the wall

and pressed the tack.

IV

The last packed suitcase bumps the wall.

Roller balls streak black on the white paint.

She would erase it,

squatting low to rub the marks

with a moistened thumb.

Still it stayed.

Emma at eighteen.

V

He knew the quiet suffocation

of middle places:

tight, the starched work collar

tight, the band of gold to the finger.

The two of them left alone to mimic function

with habit,

maddened separately.

At the wall he hurled the dogs

slobbery pull-toy,

watched how quickly

the wet crescent of reaction dried

back to chalky white.



VI

"It was something about the angle

of the house. They'd fly right in

through the window and hit the wall."

The mussed bird blinked on the floor,

Stunned panic: his little heart beat

so fast.

Recomposed, he hopped to the ledge and flew.

The woman wiped the soft, stray feathers

from the wall.

VII

Three generations in one room,

all mesmerized by the projectors whirring,

by the exaggerated shift from slide to slide.

The images on the wall

were a lesson in personal history,

for when the camera shutter snapped,

it cloned the world in two dimensions.

In the projector's stream of light,

the dust particles swarmed like gnats,

a flux toward the source.

Mil

Empty house,

alive with electric remembrance,

replays to infinity absorbed echoes

of word, breath, footfall.

In the dark the wall rests,

drinks deeply of the fragile

migration of shadow.

IX

They papered the wall

with delicate floral,

and it celebrated

the hazy edges of potential,

the paste smelling tart like

a starting place.

The gown and veil were neatly folded,

newly boxed under the bed.

Laurel Nesbitt



THE HORSE I RIDE IS A BURNING FLAME

The horse I ride is a burning

flame, rampant fire like

a wild wind preserved

in blood, a red bird

birthed from sunset, spit blind

and hysterical into night's black vacuum.

I ride bareback, naked flesh against

a consuming coat sucking me
in crotch first, then head

( hair goes up like winter's empty gray scribble )

then stomach.

The horse I ride is out of control,

untamed; bucking inferno.

I grip his mane and become masted

to his spine, neck and limbs snapping

to his wind, my flesh consumed by gaping blooms

of his flame. Eaten away to stark;

reduced to blushing bones with just

my puffed head attached like a hangnail stinging

and bright red.

Ashley Emerson
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Blossoms

Wriggling red worms
Sing inside the stomachs of

Reticent robins.

J.M. Van Goethem

Night Road to Woodbridge

— silent circular fire,

warmer than incense

And more to the point.

Mingled among my fingers

you turn, and falling

Upon yourself, you burn.

Know this: I could hush you.

Dim in these black puddles

Murking about the cobblestones;

a dying sun under my bootsoles

might cold, steam, crush;

Vanish. The sky is made
of such black holes. Forty

skidillion bottomless souls.

Still, you may quit as you will —
Follow your own red pace, ceasing

at the filter end;

Ashing into dust again.

Jonathan Lawson
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is.

So, peripheral placement of the stones gets

seen. Pretend you face east, you can

see how it was left. With the sunrise,

the shadows are at one angle to the worked

rocks.

Scott Trent

Young Wife

sweat breaking down her back, there

with her two hair plaits fancy

her shoulders round and concentrating

Will I, will I

While she is loving her man, while the by

tires, tires, namoor. lemman, love me al atones'

that one grabbed her by the haunches

this one though, he lets her hold him fast and still,

a load, a love allow her:

languid in a bower, al atones al atones

oh woeful homey mare,

little resting all at once,

down her back sweat running hushed, there

with her two hair plaits fancy.

Wendy Kramer
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This time last year

You live there no longer

but still I see the light

in the window, second story

on the right, the one that shines

down through the leafy magnolia.

I feel the same anticipation

I always had just before I would

come up and you would laugh

at my no shoes and I would not

need to have a reason

for seeing you.

Jonathan Lawson

Rise...

.... for the sky is high and wide

as a young and golden dream,

spring alive bound from sleep with

gazelles in your feet and shining eyes.

Tithe your song to the wind as

the grass falls dead to the scythe.

Breathe life deep and sigh at the

passing of time, that the stars don't

collide. Slide deep into the earth

and provide food to the trees, lie

still and know peace.

T.J. Crook.



I'll Take a Highway Too^-i 1

An eight lane stretch of 1-85

wobbles out of my
hometown of Charlotte like a black

snake crawling over the

crags of a river's edge.

Dawn cracks its shell on the road

gurgling and scrambling across the tar,

sunlight skates the oil

blades cutting

tripping on painted lines.

From certain birds-eye bypasses its

crests remind me of a roller-coaster;

I listen for shrieks,

watch for hands flailing skyward

defying — the steep hills, the fear.

Darkness drives the shrieks away,

headlight and streetlight replace sunlight

filtering right and left over

truckyards and motels. Buildings spring up

alongside the canal of cars

feeding on its resources,

the highway taking the load without complaint

never buckling under the weight

unravelling onward

facing the darkness. I soak it in if

I remember to notice it.

We all take part in its creation.

Workers in orange hard-hats assemble the

pieces, engineers design the plans,

every citizen pays taxes and tolls,

I give the structure beauty —
wrapping it in ribbons of words, and

making it a work of limitless splendor.

It is not born in beauty like

violets and trees; these wonders

spring up without our help from the

womb that is Earth. Beauty is their

birthright — but I'll take a highway too.

Michael Sadoff
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Wasted On Words

Wasted, playing his guitar like a Nintendo set

he conquers the room with a novel web of sticky sound.

This is an old wooden handle, worn and

sliding through his grasp.

He turns his amplifier up and

notes skip like stones on a pond.

The adjective pond

where I reach for the right adjective

so the pond doesn't stand alone.

Till I find a green image that sways in a breeze

a metaphor that clings together in a tight knot

and some alliteration that holds the harmony.

I feel the meaning like a musical note.

The notes and words leave me sitting here at the window
watching white lights dancing on the street

from an eighteen wheeler pulling out

screaming of its diesel fuel.

And I wonder what brand of condoms
the driver with the red hat uses.

So here I am, watching the ceiling fan

wondering when it's going to fall and kill me.

My words feel better in my throat

than alcohol or cigarette smoke.

I laugh and keep writing my useless intoxicants.

Michael Sadoff

and
John W L. Toivonen
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A Female Fruition

illness is in me
a life sucking mine

it is my sacrifice to the future

and my own death

it will burst out of me
tearing away with it

what it likes

and will tear much more
suck much more
it will take me 'til I'm gone

then mourn its loss

or I will tear it out of me quick

keep my blossoms

by cutting out the fruit

I will keep my life for me.

Victoria Lyall



Holding in a Scream

Girl your skin is so white!

God you white!

Like milk.

And your hair

It's so blond.

And long and it hang straight.

Like honey.

But you don't open that mouth

perfectly rounded and red.

Like roses.

You the white man's idol.

You a slave

To the way he looks at you.

Girl you better break free.

Katharine Statham

photographs Tara Fwigay
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If My God Had a Long White Beard

If my God had a long white beard —
I could cry unhindered

have a lap to rest my head on,

could ask for a sign in doubt,

and have a reason not to

curse in front of grandma.

I could thank Him for good fortune

and complain for everything else.

And before sleep I could pray

blessing loved ones and

asking forgiveness for being human.

If my God had a long white beard

the sunrise could be His crown,

the stars could be sprinkles on His ice cream,

the pink and red in the evenings western horizon

His water-color done strictly for amusement.

I could reach to the sky like a lightning rod

and catch His power.

If my God had a long white beard,

I could see

His reflection in a computer screen,

smell

His odor in the perfume of a lover,

feel

His fingers stroke my hair —
allowing me to cry.

His robe drenched with tears

He would pull me to my feet

and slowly walk away.

Michael Sadoff



The Inspector

Walter gave Jeff a big stick and told him he was to use it on the health inspector if he had to.

Under no circumstances was the health inspector to get back into the kitchen without Walter there.

Walter and his wife leave the donut shop to us when we get out of school in the afternoon, so this

new problem was something we needed to know about.

"This guy's a real sweetheart," Walter's large wife Pat said. "Had the nerve to tell Walter that if

this was his store, he'd get some real employees."

"Geez," I said. Pat is Walter's main employee, so I could imagine that Walter wouldn't take kindly

to that comment.

"Didn't he know that you were Walter's wife?" asked Jeff.

"Walter let him know in a hurry. I thought they were going to hit each other. They were yelling

at the top of their lungs. All of the customers got scared and left. He wrote us up for ten violations

and threatened to come back and shut us down."

Jeff and I exchanged a "Whaddaya thinka THAT shit" glance and Walter came out with the big

stick. He had been shuffling around in the kitchen and as he emerged, I could see that he did not

look happy, or at least more not happy than usual.

"I guess Pat's been telling you all about the visitor we had here this morning," he began. Jeff and

I nodded.

"Okay," Walter continued. "I just want to make sure you understand that you are not to let this

man come behind the counter or into the kitchen. If he gives you a hard time, call me." These

instructions were directed toward the both of us. The next ones were directed toward Jeff alone.

Walter handed Jeff the stick and said, "If you have to, hit him with this." Jeff and I exchanged glances

once again.

"What does this guy look like?" I wanted to know. Pat squinted as she tried to think of ways to

describe him.

"Well, I guess he's about Walter's height." That meant he was short, maybe 5' 4 or 5' 5.

"He has really big ears and thick glasses," added Walter.

"And dandruff that won't quit," finished Pat.

Pretty soon after this conversation, Walter and Pat rode off into the sunset on Walter's old

motorcycle. I couldn't even see Walter. From the back, Pat totally eclipsed him. Maybe Walter should

go into the insurance business or something; the donut business is bad for his wife. Jeff and I found

the write up form that the inspector had left behind and had a good laugh over it. Pat had hidden it

under the register and when we pulled it out some rat droppings came out with it. The inspector

had written Walter up for evidence of ants, rats, roaches, and spiders in the shop, and some of this

evidence he had found in the donut making equipment itself. Jeff and I vowed never to eat there

again.

A week later we had almost forgotten about the threat of the inspector, but at about four o'clock

one afternoon I looked up as the bell on the door rang and there he was. There was no doubt in my
mind it was him. He was short, had big ears, thick glasses, and a snowy dusting of dandruff on his

hair. He came in with the cheesiest smile I have ever seen in my life. It was the kind of smile that

only comes from someone who finds it an excruciating amount of effort to smile. You don't smile

back at a smile like this, you stop cold in your tracks and stare. I did my best to compose myself. I

smiled back and said "good afternoon." He made a stab at mindless chitchat about the weather and

what not, but when I suggested he sit down to a cup of coffee and a lemon filled, he said no thank

you and told me who he was. Out of the corner of my eye I could see Jeff peering over the Western

style swinging doors that lead from the kitchen, so I knew he knew what was up. Across the counter

the inspector was beaming at me. Really it was more of a grimace than a beaming. His face looked

ready to break.

"Oh, you're the health inspector?" I asked and tried to look surprised.

"Yes ma'am. Your boss knew I'd be dropping by today. I talked to him on the phone this

morning."

I knew this was a load of bullshit because Walter at least would have left the stick out

somewhere where Jeff could get at it easily if he knew the inspector was going to visit. Instead, the

stick was out of reach behind the drink machine. So I decided to play stupid. When he asked me to



let him behind the counter to go about the business of inspecting I opened my eyes really wide and

said, "Oh, but I'm not ever supposed to let someone who's not an employee back here."

"But I am an employee. I'm an employee of the State Department of Health and I can have this

place shut down if you don't cooperate."

His patience was wearing thin. His scary smile had vanished, and after an attempt at regaining it

he gave up. I was at a total loss for what to do, so I came up with some bullshit.

"I've only been working here for a week and no one has told me what to do in this kind of

situation. Maybe you should talk to Jeff, he's been here longer," I lied.

"Miss, I don't need to talk to anybody. I need to get on with my job."

"Well, I'll just call Walter and make sure it's okay," I said and headed for the kitchen, where the

phone was. The inspector began to squawk, but I ignored him.

"Don't bother trying to call Wtlter," said Jeff as I reached for the phone. "Their number's been

disconnected. I guess they forgot to pay the phone bill again."

This was distressing news. I didn't know what else to do and needed a few minutes to come up

with something, so I told Jeff to go out and deal with the inspector while I went out to get some
more coffee cups. Jeff didn't like this idea and protested vehemently as I removed the screen to the

window and climbed outside. The only other way out of the shop was the front entrance and I didn't

want to have to go past the inspector. I walked around behind the laundromat that's attached to the

back of the donut shop, went inside, bought a Welch's grape soda and then walked around the

corner to the storeroom. I guess the storeroom is what used to be the men's bathroom when the

donut shop was a gas station, so it's pretty small. I got three stacks of styrofoam cups and carried

them out under one arm, pulling the door shut with the other. Then I slid along the wall and peered

in the front window of the shop, and to my surprise there was no inspector. I ran in and threw the

cups down on the counter. I heard no voices, and when I peeked into the kitchen all I saw was Jeff.

"How'd you get rid of him?" I asked. Jeff turned away from the sink where he was washing

dishes and said, "Go look in the bathroom." He looked really mad. Jeff looks wild when he's drunk

or mad. His cheeks turn pale and the edges of his face get red. I also noticed that his right eye was

beginning to swell, and this made me uneasy. Before I asked any more questions I ran and opened

the bathroom door. Sure enough, the inspector was in there. He had a bloody nose, and Jeff had tied

his hands and feet together with some apron strings torn from some extra aprons. Jeff had gotten

some old clothesline from the box under the counter where Walter keeps small engine parts and

other odds and ends, and this he had used to tie the inspector to the toilet.

"I know what you're thinking, but he hit me first," Jeff said from behind me.

"What?" I was absolutely flabbergasted.

"He tried to sneak up on me while I was back there washing dishes. He was going to brain me
with the coffee pot. I knocked it out of his hand and he hit me in the eye."

I imagined that there hadn't been much else to it. Jeff is only sixteen, but he's about six two and

not scrawny. He's worn a mustache since he was in the eighth grade. I couldn't understand what the

inspector could have been thinking when he jumped on Jeff. I was at a loss for what to do, so I

bitched at Jeff.

"Well what are you doing washing dishes?" I demanded. "You were supposed to be out here

dealing with him!"

"I didn't know what to say to him," Jeff replied.

I had almost decided that the situation called for hysterics on my part, but just then a customer

drove up. We shut the door to the bathroom and tried to look cool. This was difficult, since the

inspector was doing his best to yell for help through the tube sock Jeff had tied around his mouth.

The customer asked about the muffled cries as I boxed up a dozen glazed for her. Jeff explained that

people were always having sex in the laundromat next door and that we were so used to the noise

that we never noticed it anymore. She was appalled by this news, but at least she believed it. As soon

as she left, Jeff switched off the neon "open" sign in the front window.

"I think we'd better close early," he said.

Ronda Cranford
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My Wife

My wife will not be unt< niched

by the hands of other men
she like me will have walked over bridges

swaying with an unsturdy beat

My wife will not be untouched by satire

she too will dance neon streets

singing barroom songs

mocking all the ivory oracles

precious to a well-endowed metal land.

My wife will not be charitable

she will know well that the streets

were always coated with grime

and she will not be a washwoman
on bended knee scrubbing off

the long stains of lesser men
she will wear shoes instead.

My wife will not eat healthy meals

she too will gulp down toxins

in search of some illumination

and she will also awaken into darkness

pondering with the pool of her mind

the epigrams that she poured last night.

My wife will not be a proper sacrifice to me
but will come down like a hard rain

drenching my flesh with a salty water

pulled up from the rocking sea.

My parents will not like my wife

no psalm singing Sunday laundry lady

instead an arrogant American mother

talking with a hard street accent

like a brick dropped on a china plate

she will bring up unpleasant topics during dinner.

And my wife will like to drive

a liberated cadillac with

a motor self-determined

as only an American product can be.

So get set for the ride

in the marriage hearse driven by my lady

patron saint of unshaven feminine legs

and when we're tired of driving

we'll go to bed.

John W. L. Toivonen
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The Painter

I

The time that the woman in the gallery

was frightened just looking, his image jumped out and grabbed

her.

The littered pavement and bricks were too real,

and that's when she walked out.

I saw her leaving face and wanted to tell her

that all she saw was his flare for color.

She did come back.

And later when she cried

he showed her how the yellows blue to greens

And her eyes lit up like Christmas.

II

I have watched his colors appear.

One by one they fill his little window
until my eyes ache from seeing too much,

like they would from someone else's glasses.

Mom always said she wanted him to paint her a tree

or a house.

But she keeps every paint splashed scrap he gives

or leaves spilling off cluttered surfaces,

and puts them in a drawer

For the grandkids she is counting on.

James T. Martin
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The Rapist

Like a mosquito you

jab your hungry needle

into another resisting flesh

and feel your veins burn with pleasure

as the blood swells your body

You drop as slow as nightfall

onto an unsuspecting form

no different to you than the last flesh

and siphon off her fluids

leaving a burgundy sore

And when the blood is so heavy in your abdomen
that your wings drop a beat and

flap awkward cadences against the air

You now weary from this bellyfull

will drop wings to side and

flop to the ground

Until tomorrow

when your needle will rise

to infect more flesh

with a contagion more sickly

than the dung of summer flies

John W L. Toivonen



The Songs of Tantalusia

The music seeps across the room like untouchable women
tauntingly, transfixed in dance

the memory of your fruit hanging above my head

and I sing the songs of Tantalus.

Silently you form lips in mid-air

whispering, juice flowing

we lay together in bed, but I can't feel you

your skin as sweet as the fruits of Hades.

These touches, naked as the light

beaming down from where it hangs

the bulb too bright

too far away to touch.

You are out of my grasp

the illusion of "having" fading

slipping away into the never-ending garden

and I sing the songs of Tantalus.

Michael Sadoff
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School Bus

I see you, bleary from sleep

watching the heartless frigidity of morning

from inside your school bus,

the windows fogging from your breath.

Your faces are my mirrors,

torn away from soap-bubble dream land

for manufacture in our patriarchal industry

May the sensual remain within you —
may you slide through the machinery

as cozy as you sit on that bus . . .

waiting.

Michael Sadoff

photograph Andy Smith
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Her Summer

Bloom shied away

just past midnight and

Daniel lay, still under covers,

drinking ice water

from a summer glass

On bare feet, Bloom
headed two blocks right

for home on Avery.

A neighborhood bark

was not loud enough

to drone her hum
of three favorite tunes

She followed the track

and the 12:30 thundered

a short mile behind,

preying on her

like an outstretched mantis

Afoot the front porch

Bloom held the rail

and shuddered as the engine

whirled past her,

with a turn to the door

she knew she had left him

just soon enough.

Leslie Buniside

Rise and Fall ofthe Perfect Peach — oil

Linda Biggers



The Beast

Sometimes he hated to use the bathroom. It reminded him of how bestial he was. This was one

of those occasions: tripping on acid in a smoke-cloud of insanity — the music vibrating his entire

brain. A piece of flesh between his legs was expelling waste material from his body.

It seemed so basic. For Aynsford, the crude bathroom embodied something he was trying to

escape: submitting when nature called, then struggling to wash it away.

Maybe he was just tripping too hard. But something told him that tripping had nothing to do

with it. Or did it? He had to make sense of this.

He flushed the kidney-filtered Busch beer down the toilet, and walked to the sink. He stared in

the mirror, unconsciously massaging his hands under the warm water. What was this?

This pale, sweaty face; these eyes grossly dilated; this hair frazzled and disturbed from

nervously shoving these hands through it. It was all too much. A realization was beginning to

happen.

He thought about the ride down from Charlotte. How Eric and Mark had dosed him up,

warning about the potency of the trips, then stashing the four sheets into a hole in the upholstery.

He smiled, thinking about the two foot-long blades of grass he had pulled from Mark's lawn and

positioned over his ears hanging forward and bobbing with the motions of the car.

"If we get pulled and the cop sees the cooler in the back, we'll just tell him I'm an alien and

ya'll are giving me a tour of the place. Seeing that I got antennaes, I'm sure he'll dig it."

Eric had turned and looked at him, laughing. He had seemed on the verge of speaking, when
he turned back to the road, still laughing his odd, disbelieving laugh.

Next, Aynsford had noticed a Sealtest truck displaying a picture of a gargantuan bowl of ice

cream. "Man," said Aynsford, "I wonder where they got a scooper that big."

The image drove away, melting in the sunlight of the highway. The bathroom came back into

view.

His countenance was unchanged in the mirror. People walked in and out, noticing him with

knowing smiles. "Don't stand there too long," said some drunk guy with stringing, brown hair. He
had beads of sweat all over him, and his hair-mop hung down lackadaisically at his shoulders.

Aynsford couldn't get anything out of his shriveled up vocal cords. He just turned and grinned

stupidly in acknowledgement.

He couldn't get over it. Here he was: a lump of flesh with a heartbeat. He was standing in front

of a mirror trying to wash nature from his hands as if it were something separate. He wanted it to

be; he wanted it to come off. "Out damn spot," he thought, only half-jokingly.

Outside the door, the occasion chanted of festive chaos. The band had taken on a foreign quality

in his absence, no longer jutting into his psyche. He thought about going out and inching his way to

the stage. He would have to snake around all the people dancing, struggling not to get smacked in

the face by someone's twirling arms. He wanted to be directly in front, with all the movements of the

band banging and twanging and booming in his face. He could imagine the musicians' expressions

of concentration and ecstasy. For the night, they were gods — revered and elevated.

But the people were paying homage to much more than the band members. They were dancing

and intoxicating themselves in honor of something more unconscious — something sublime. It was

the art of the beast. That internal longing for supreme intensity and passion that has no meaning or

purpose other than to elevate the spirit, and bring the soul down to new depths. It was the

celebration of being.

He felt his head rising, his stomach sinking into the tomb of something — or someone — of

supreme importance in a chaotic wildlife of primitive ebullition.

The bathroom was seething. The odor of humans wrapped around his head like a bright light

of familiarity. In ways, it annoyed and disgusted him. But he knew, that in fact, he was contributing to

it as well. After all, if it really was unnerving him, he wouldn't still be standing there.

Aynsford clung to something that was like an umbilical cord. It was attached loosely to his spirit

up above, feeding him the bare necessities. There is sometimes a point when the cord lets him go,

letting him slip down and be on his own. Struggling for air; struggling to stay alive. Down, down,

down. The music outside began to fill him up.



There he was: dangling and floating, hanging and letting go, sinking and breathing.

He gave up trying to escape, and turned the sink off. It was a waste of water anyway. He stood

there silently, reflecting. Why was he at this place? Why was anybody?

He felt the cord attach itself. It caught him, wrapping snug around his torso, imprisoning him
in a role — a role he was not alone in playing. They all were. The music was playing away in its

intensity and meaninglessness.

The realization hit home. He was a beast just like all the others. They clumped together into a

pack of primitive beings, shaking wildly to the celebration: the celebration of being — the exotic

rigmarole that quickens the heartbeat and reminds people of their own mortality. It was a

connection of the heavens and the underworld, splicing together in a land inhabited by beasts.

He stepped out the door, going to enjoy the music and reaching into his right pocket for his

pack of cigarettes. There they were, waiting to make him feel civilized again.

The lighter twitched like a sudden memory, a simple reminder of what comes.

Ayiisforci Zachary

Unseen Woman — photograph Heather Mcher



The Chronology of a DC Nomad

"Spare a:

quarter

dime

penny

anything?

I am:

cold

hungry

homeless."

I stop

Change clinks in a cup

His eyes drift past my face

"Thank you."

Army shirt, trousers, and boots

dark skin glistening in the sun

I've seen him sleeping on the mall

I've seen him begging 'round my corner

I've seen him seeing me everywhere I go

Katharine Statham The Visit

Taken down off a shelf

like a dusty porcelain doll

only to be placed underneath

a microscope for inspection

by eyes that do not want to see

any particle that is really me.

So under the glass and bright lights

my thespian skills flourish,

portraying the joyful child

that was left behind long ago

when the suitcases were shut,

and the weakening ties were cut.

Sometimes it is hard to breathe

for fear that the glass might crack,

but I just swallow until

my throat is sore because soon

I will be out of sight once more
and out of mind with the close of the door.

Amy Bloom



Obligations — watercolor and ink John D. Gall
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The Narcotic Embrace

Tired of the incessant twitching

and jittering of jangled nerves

I turned to you lady.

Like a bright lamp

muttering amidst the dark

of wet cobblestone streets

air thick with the convulsions of spring

you call me back to your womb.

My nerves were bad tonight

my skin was cold tonight.

But fed from your umbilical cord

I feel the pleasant glow of you

my nurturing mother.

My face shimmers a sad

demonic grin as I pass the night

staring in at brightly lit windows

my eyes reddened by your artificial love.

My nerves were bad tonight.

But you my beacon have

pulled me into a trance.

In a dark meditation I pass people

who are only three-dimensional

cutouts of my cankered mind.

My skin was cold tonight.

But I've stumbled back to your womb
the thick blanket that covers my despair

caressed by the hands of your synthetic affection.

John W L. Toimnen
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Breathing Through Our Wilderness

I

Your name heals

the ruptured air

echoes within

and beyond

the ice-broken branches,

up the roots of bare

and shaking skybound

earthquakes

Your name circles

like hawks

or massaging hands,

the webs and fog

of bare trees

on distant hillsides.

II

Sweet cup of light,

to you come the rains,

rubbing stone

like the belly

of a mother.

You are the nets

that pull the world

through time,

my sweet decay,

and I cannot follow

the contours

of your swamp.

Ill

Your name within

my shell comes

like a hidden bell,

hidden like a dead tap

on a mottled drum

Like a pale phantom

I slip between your days.

rv

There are trees

in your tears,

you are made of lips and drops

your body for me
is a languid shudder,

one cast breath

before bowing to sorrow

But bring to me that breath,

that murmur of yours

at our height,

muffled in my shoulder

my own breathing

echoed back to me
by the cave

of your arms and neck

David Olson
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Cesare

The music rubs on nerves

High cheekbones listening for the crunch

And that famous signature

Like a graveyard of oil-covered birds

Our freedom hanging from a tree

The copper fingerprint of a nation

Asblee Gardner

The Dark Room

At times, the darkness overtakes me
And my camera can no longer capture your image.

It wants to trap you in its black-boxed self,

Pin you on film for close observation

Like a butterfly tacked to a board.

You simply fly away

Knowing there is not enough light

To reflect your brilliance.

You leave behind only a shadow,

A negative, the ripple of one pebble

Tossed in a glassy lake.

Occasionally, when the camera's focus is fine-tuned,

Upon reaching the shore, your ripple becomes a wave.

Alison Raney



Mostly Man — watercolor and ink John D. Gall
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Willi

As time dictates

my decisions forced; time

Collapses and is

Webbing in my drawer

will you

flutter away through

the lattice

hours,

will I stumble

in haunted

quests

for you

Shadowed dreams

of slow

Going no-

where, little

threads

abound in grass

Mix the green

to cotton

as my
Fingers through

the trickled growth

Run and

point to

Understand (but don't.

)

will I

spin clock-

wise, come into a

day, Someday.

reminded

of

darling

moments
I'd kept,

savored the rinds.

It depends,

and continues

To

not end.

Erica Bricking

My Dreams — print

Jennifer Fuller
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Sages

Lil's by the telephone

with skeletal polyester legs twined,

her toe-tips red like whores' lips,

and all over, gnarled as old wood.

I am eight and in from the garden,

smelling dirt-warm and good
with caterpillars on my inner arm.

What I say brings her gravel laugh,

and I dread the ash-fall from her cocked-back cigarette,

while she says how talking to me
is just like talking to a grownup.

I hear that as truth,

feeling child's skin stretched taut over what's old in me.

I am burning somber underneath.

I have thrown away my childhood in great handfuls,

like the hair of my head,

and now my lucid blinking blue digests Lil,

compares her to the proof of her youth,

framed and propped in the back room.

Black and white and hazy,

she was starlet-pretty.

Laurel Nesbitt



Lucina

Awakened sharply

from sleep,

my eyes open

to see the moon,

a thin, sharp sliver now,

not the pregnant orb

that is so comforting.

I call to her,

but she is too far away.

Like the rise and ebb

of tidal waters

my nocturnal vigil begins.

Thoughts scurry

in my brain like rats

searching for food bits.

Such thoughts as I have

are welcomed in shadows.

She curls her thin silver lips

into a sage's smile,

for in fertile fullness

she gives freedom from sanity.

In yellow day I hide

from dark notions,

but in night I surrender

to the irrational circles.

I cry to be engulfed

back into her womb
where I float in an ocean

of security.

I blink my sand eyes

and try to recapture the

nescience of sleep.

Amy Bloom
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Matted

He walks up

Cement steps

To wipe his

Soiled boots on

Blades of green plastic

White daisy to the left.

He smears off

Red mud and a

Bit of crushed slug

Onto the mat.

Her face caked

With earth and dirt

She decides that

Her name is

No longer

WELCOME.

Robin Hubbard

Watch

the way

shadows will

jelly and

pool at

the bottom

of groves

or become
still, splayed

and crossed

like hibernating

spiders, shifting

over each

other towards

heat or

light

Dai 'id Olson



Union

There is rust

deep in the pores

of my bones.

Through shut eyes

fans turn still

in sheltered rooms

like a tiger's progression

through available light.

I see with sour muscles

myself fetal

under the blood-thunder sky

where air refuses to

hold even itself.

Loaded in my rapid skull

a revolution:

the manifesto,

tattooed in the work-

scars petaled

on my hands

that I release

in the rain,

rises and is heard

still in the bones

of winter, spreading

the ash of my flesh

and the cold alphabets

of people moving

in the breath of anger

and the rhythm

of white roses

in the silence of grace.

I am filled with poor bells

and river sparks, with greedy

sweat and a growing, silent

entropy: drenched

in feather winds

I stand here empty

still to the point

of collapse.

David Olson
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Just One Fucking Moment ^

The deed is done. I sigh in relief. Finally, by the slow rhythmic breathing, I

assume him asleep. Having remained motionless for seemingly the entire night,

afterward that is, I move with caution and ease slipping from the bed. The bed:

torn, mangled, damp with sweat, stained with lust. I stare, naked- No longer

ashamed I standand stare. There, the remnants of generations, nrygenesis, my
origin.

-

Lying semi-revealed under the sheet his body heaves slightly with his breath.

Sweaty hair still clinging to his neck, soft air escaping his nasal passages, and the

little light peeping in through from the crack under the door all combine to

deceive me. His back broad, lumpy with muscle,_but waist thin, connecting his

strong legs partially concealed by the ragged ^heet, he lies like a Greek god
wrapped in living flesh; Must! too bow to praise his aesthetic form; it exists.

Nature herself casts shadows with her moonbeams, filtering through the blinds to

fill in the depressions of his body. Mystic. Ethereal. Or, maybe it's just a headrush

from standing. Why can't we just commune as two free spirits uncensored by the

bonds of flesh. I can't touch his soul; I can't touch him. Nonetheless," I am tempted

again, but — Awj Shit! Stubbed my toe on the damn phone, the floor carpeted by

pants, shirts, undergarments, and bitter bliss. He rustles, I freeze. Asudden fear

wells up from deep within my breast, and a chill spreads instantly"across every

pore of my skin. He settles and again I move, toward the mirror
~

Brushing my stringy hair from my face I am confronted with^astranger,

revealed, a naked stranger. I feel; well, I feel stupid standing here in the dark.

Nothing beautiful here. My gaunfb>ody a mannequin, stares back at me with

accusing eyes. But, those eyes are mine, the only part that- 1 lay claim to

recognizing -as myself. I turn-from the stare, feeling the need to"<;16the myself.

Finding some boxers and an old V-cut T-shirt I manage to pull them on

without breaking my neck. I slump sideways into the chair that sits near the bed.

This isn't it; this isn't how it's supposed to be. This is NOT what I -want. Why do I

perjure myself continuously? Like some prehistoric Darwinian woman I yearn,

seek to be gratified, to satisfy my base appetites only to further my self-hatred. I

want to run, r-un from the room, run from his body, just escape?J3ut, I sit, bitter.

Confused and flustered. I don't even know him; and he, he-doesn't know me. How
can he? We can only sense each other, of the part that really countswe have only a

vague sense. And I — wait, maybe that's it. His eyes. When we^touch, I feel uneasy,

alien, but when I look into his eyes I see, I feel joined, comfortable, satisfied. But,

it won't last. It will return to haunt me, maybe in my -dreams, definitely tomorrow
morning. Sliding back in by his side Tcurl up close and pull the sheet to cover us.

I know, I've always known. Tomorrow, yes, tomorrow "I will . . . no, I'll still hate

myself.

— _ _ M.B. Drapier
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Wasp wings beat like glass.

The languid days of summer
shatter into fall.

Suzanne Quebedeaux

etching JenniferFuller

Wild-hearted

After three and one-half attempted weeks of

door-to-door encyclopedia

make-one-hell-of-a-fast-buckbojangling,

Julian and I lost hope and

left Corn Kansas,

bought a bargain seventy-buck pickup,

and headed home, South.

Five miles gone, he leaned to me and said,

"They'll be expectin' us."

Leslie Burnside
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Oral

" Doors fluiTg open on shuddering catharsis,

and her-iips from around the phallic teat

close to consume body-simmered saltmilk,

- " the living seed,'-
-"

~pOtent where she opens elsewhere.

"-^ She recalls the.lie her parents told her in jest

r "the time she swallowed the orange seeds;

and_she lavawake all nightL
.- - _ awaiting the yielding,

-- __"" envisioning her violent citrus eruption.

- - The first time they took the Host on their tongues,

the Host was dryporous Wonder Bread,

broken and_placed in near-infant mouths by cool, plump nuns fingers.

- Piety is at its prettiest at seven. "__

With black shoes glossed,

and -stained glass bleeding on small bridal vestments,
~*~~ =they are wedded to the Body of Christ.

- _ Her mind rests with amused young cynicism

._ on Wonder Bread transubstantiated, - -

remembers herbodyheld terror-tense

whilethe geese- nippeeHn spasms

at her baby fingers clutching the "offering.

___ Those-same fingers grown-long —
and tangled in his'fine brown locks,

—^_ —his voice comes sex-lulled andamplified by dark

to ask her how it tastes. _ _
- Salty its salty

_—-is^all she says.31

Laurel Nesbitt



Her Day ofJanuary

She came home
unannounced,

wringing her hands

and muttering his name,

saying that

she's got his name
splintered inside her"

somewhere.

She misses

the taste of his voice,

and the rough corners

of his face.

She has forgotten the date

and has misplaced the time.

The minutes

and the hours of her

are lost.

The morning brings

the blue-green echoes

of his words,

and now,

alllhat remains

Js a gentle stinging

deep within her paims.

CairHn Warde
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Memory In Hand

Dried bits

Of burgundy
And cream edged in purple

Faded and fragile

In a heart-shaped box

Rest on my palm.

Dust covers

Each petal

Like frost

Reminding me that

His roses like him

Do not stay the same.

Robin Hubbard



Insomnolence

Awake

in the dark

alone

yearning for some one who knows -

who sits solitary on earth

who knows that wandering through

a night forest offers no rewards

yet cries to the moon for

slight acceptance

who feels the chill wind hopscotching

through the trees

yet refuses refuge in barbing

shrubbery-

One who is dizzy and sick

from spinning thoughts

I wait for that one to come
tell me why

alone

in the dark

awake

Amy Bloom

A Mother's Death

One day my soul will be stripped

of its queen

And the world will lose a heroine

it never knew.

One day my mind will be robbed

of its lover

And the gods will hush a voice

they never heard.

One day my heart will be sucked

of its passion

And the goddesses will stamp a fire

they never lit.

Cart Boram
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Treatment

My heels click down
The sterile corridor

To find room 522.

The words on the

Yellow triangle

Welcome me
WARNING
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS.

I enter the dim room
And am greeted

By metal machines

That have taken

Pictures of my insides.

Enter doctor who
Covers his fingers

In latex.

My paper cup

Of medicine is

Held out to me
By a long steel prong.

He tells me
Not to touch

The medicine

To not get pregnant

To stay

Five feet away

From small children

Not to touch them
For at least two weeks

The safe margin

He says.

And after swallowing tablets

I leave

As he tells me
Not to worry.

Robin Hubbard
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Vessel

You wanted me like a mushroom
In that earthy fungus shape

Squat and fat

smelling like wet dirt

and full of life

But they didn't want me like that

I had to be tal let-

to reach up

It was required

And so you built on

making me into something bigger

uniquely alien

industrialized

beautiful

yet mechanical

Ashlee Gardner

Moon Who?

Hangin high up there in the sky

Lookin like the brightest bright,

Whitest white,

gleaminest, shininest smile.

What's so funny

That makes your smile so fine?

Floatin around all cooky and goofy

Way up high.

I think you did somethin real sneaky

And you're trying to cover it up.

But I caught a hint of a smirk

In that big ol' fangdangly grin of yours.

You don't fool me,

Not for a minute.

Rebecca Behrman
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Keening

I. She is survived by a husband

Cool meats are tight under cellophane skin,

and certainly she must feel that way
to his confused and grieving hands,

palsied

and patting hers:

positioned in overlap, bejeweled and bluing.

The morning paper
forgot they clipped coupons together,

forgot her twenty-year impression on his

mattress,

and called him her spouse.

That is his lover

sarcophogized in pastels,

and thick-cologned mourners
who will, homeward, talk kudzu
are droning false testimony to her

pulchritude,

postmortem.

II. Living on in the memory

One in a front pew
(of the old man's line, not the cadaver's)

can only pull thoughts

of the dead mouth's plodding treatment of

foodstuffs,

the dead eyes' unnerving settling on figures,

the heavy pout of lip on lip, stagnant pursing,

and a brittle whine forbidding shoe-wearing

on carpet

while the parakeet shits liberally on the

kitchen table.

So remembers one in a front pew
of one who was her grandfather's

anti-solitude.

III. Little-known facts about the deceased

Before the coupon-clipping

was her other love,

wrapped in her dancer's lithe legs

under sheets with his whiskey-rasped love

words.

The contributions stand middle-aged and
avaricious,

viewing the buttoner of their childhood coats

cleaner of their waxy ears

admirer of their lawless scrawlings.

Who in attendance,

homeward and kudzu-talking in an hour,

thinks of the dead breasts as having fed?

IV. What is really lost

None in attendance can know
this life price and death worth,

That any given night in the past seventy

years,

smelling tart lemon
whose source is her mouth's candy,

she fingers any given grass blade,

or looks at our one moon.
Her world throbs through her,

and she without thought of a time when it

won't.

Laurel Nesbitt
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Kristen

Tight sweaters in fifth grade

are the flag of victory

to us, born into the heat

of sexual must.

She waved the flag at recess time.

Pink wool shouting "women"
because she could jump farther from

the swing
than any flat-chested, bang infested

budding school girl.

It snowed often then;

she'd shroud herself in deep coats

and still catch every bump
on the round, red sled.

We'd sit in the tree house
listen to Prince

and map our way to Hollywood

Of course she had the best slumber parties:

popcorn fists and soda pop dancing.

We were so American.

VCR's and coral lipstick-

we ran the gamut.

She ran faster than us all.

I knew from her letters

that once you've burst the ribbon

you're not sure where to receive your prize,

Maybe there's none.

Maybe that's why
one crisp, March morning,

she left her life hanging
from the limb of our tree house.

Louisa Spaventa



Carolina Seatrash and Depthstones

Coral talks to me:
I found a piece

with the Egyptian ankh,

or maybe the symbol of woman
niched in the intricate

etchings on its surface,

leaving sometimes crowtracks

and other false trails.

I'm starting a collection

of seatrash, picked

from that shore-belt

in the surf that

tatters around your ankles

in the undertow:

Coral, a shell with

a worm scar,

and a few smoothed stones,

some black and ancient

witnesses of whale-songs,

or translucent eyes

of the sea, shaking

their crystal vision

around my ankles

in the surf.

David Olson
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The Caterpillar

Traffic paused yesterday

To scrunch its nose at the

Many-headed caterpillar

On the corner of Market and Elm.

Multitudes of squirming children

Colored its humping back.

Crossing the intersection

Caterpillar-time

,

Snake-slithering under the

Slow flashing walk
walk

walk,

Each hump, joined at

Fingertips clutching knotty rope,

Chased a head.

The caterpillar entered Greenblade Park,

Eyes beholding skyscraper swings

And letting loose the knotty rope

Fell apart,

Scattering with the wind.

Time to play.

Erin Leonard
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An Oklahoma Birth

Across the hard
fields pearl

with sun, crows

drag jagged

tracks in the sky,

where the summer
grass fires rise

in twisting tornados

of smoke. When
the fields across

the road burned,

we stood and watched
the rage taking

trees and boiling

the swamp.

Next day,

walking the ruined

land of ankle-deep

ash, we kicked

skeletons of rabbits

with small skulls,

or the twisting

arc of snake bones,

all too slow

to escape the purging.

Next year,

in the space

left open and rich,

in the new grass

of sharp blades

and red tears

of Indian paintbrush

flowers,

we found old

charred branches,

new home to beetles

and ants, who
when boring through

the dead insides,

listened to the winds
of the dead fires,

listened

to the ancient rage

whisper change.

David Olson
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America After Aquinas

We proceed to the first article thus:

1

.

Underneath everything I hear

a giggle, so evil

it laughs at the very idea

of you, the same
ontological contempt
I've seen in cat's eyes.

2. A dungeon perhaps,

a hall of cages

and hidden chambers, underground
rivers no one hears

because of torture locks,

hiding perhaps the silent

home of edging scorpions

over rocks and sand,

where even the empty rage

of the wind cannot break
the heavy clots

in the silence.

On the other hand:

Caravaggio showed me how,
in some angle or aspect

of illumination anything,

anything at all

is extraordinary.

I answer:

It seems a nation,

where between



word and mind's eye

forms Shakespeare
toilet lids,

where Jesus would
get endorsements
to wear a neon halo,

has forgotten

that a constant passion,

like a long-held stone

will compact and
grow cold, webbing
tendrils in place.

On the first point:

Three dim crosses

on the West horizon

a cross-legged Buddha
under every one:

accepting the jackal

but denying the carrion:

passion is a dangerous thing.

On the second point:

What were you thinking

when you came up with God?
Shhh. . . I think I hear

the universe laughing at you,

in the great supermarket
of humanity,
whose cold fiber optic

network brings the news
to Snoopy, riding with

the Apostles in a convertible

on the moon.
David Olson



Graffiti on a Sandcastle

After seasons of riots

and terrible direction:

the furrow of days,

the dead flaps of years

curl over the long-held

stone of first passion,

of original wisdom.

Slowly hammered,
the still cool rock

yields and learns

with the pain of yielding,

then sounds hollow voices,

once wrapped in iron,

but now decayed and crumbling
the exposed sand lifts

into the wind, and with

the erasure of turrets

come the last hailing

echo of a song.

The coast is left

with a plain rock,

but the shells are envious,

round, almost clear,

this eye of the sea

watched the world,

watches anxious drops

hiding from themselves.

David Olson
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A Ferry in February

My hair hang-glides on wind and whips my ears

I get drunk on the pungent salty air

Alone, top deck, my shivers not from fear

Can't decide if I'm cold and if I care,

The Pamlico Sound dilates like a pupil

Seagulls travel with the boat and threaten

My head with a stenchy squealing mouthful
White drops of clouds reflect light and redden.

Water sloshes the boat with a wet moan
And I dream my life into outstretched wind
My surroundings a salty ice-cream cone
Melting across my senses, frosting my mind,

I am gawking cargo in a heap
Dumb with thinking, my senses twist complete

My face shivers under three days of hair

My body hides safe in thermal underwear,

What would
it matter if I stayed here? Solitary,

Doubtless proof for what might always happen
When you ride the ferry in February

—

Freezing rigid with my senses in motion,

I taste where blue water fades to gray sky
And wind performs waltzes with ocean spray

It whirls away and says a last good-bye,

Sinking, the cool of darkness reaches bay.

Michael Sadoff



Later That Day . . .

A little taller now,

at the airport in Seoul

with my eager bra in place,

neon fingertips, hot pink pants and cheap

plastic beads.

Dad finds me in the crowd
not sure if I've really arrived

and says to himself,

"She's in for some changes."

Two months.

Still Madonna, leggo, plastic beads and soap

operas

What is learned is painful.

Bugs can be eaten.

Shorts are inappropriate.

And foreign tongues drip

with sizzling headache.

Isolation plays with my mind
curling it into little paper snakes.

One match will ignite and unravel

me at once.

On the bus,

strange smells startle me.

Obnoxious Octopus
stares out of someone's mouth.

"Are you lonely?" it says.

Watch me change-
fall colors caress the small

wooden huts.

Large Buddhas beckon me on.

Kneeling at the dwarf table

I still shrink from the sea creatures,

but meet an Australian monk
in the midst of the woods,

She wins me over,

her bald head
more perfect than an

egg-

When the tear gas at

boarding school made me cry

I never thought I'd fondly recall dorm
life,

a first fist fight

and the most evil hair cut ever.

I didn't know I'd learn from

strangers who touched my
pale skin and

goggled at my alien outfits.

I carry experience others can never buy.

At the market, I can still recognize

the cluttering tongue and wish
I understood.

Louisa Spaventa
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Old Age

Come now the old man and woman with palsied claws

shuffling red and black plastic bits beneath the trees

the sun through the moving branches making
yellow age spots upon their hands.

And in the creases of their withered flesh

lies the dust of other years, and the years

take form and peer out from their folds.

Here's when we lay on Cambridge shores

with fresh bread and yellow wines dappled in

the shade by the sun and leaves.

There in that fold near the eye, trickles the dust,

moist, when she read Yeats and
Dylan words and I philosophies and
manifestoes of someone else's dream.

And by the finger, when bent, you can see

us when she had a white dress and I

a black suit and we were in church
and we ran away to play checkers together.

Hans Jorstad
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razed Chaos

I wonder how much time people waste
Worrying about situations they can't control.

I wonder how many, if knowing their fate

Would watch to see for whom the bell tolls.

I wonder how many persons use their hate

To try to disturb someone else's soul.

I wonder how large is heaven's gate

And is thunder really God taking a stroll?

Do you expect me to know?

Soon before death

Everyone wants life

But we are so inept

Don't we know it's time to die?

You ask why?

You start rollin' on the road

And rockin' in the night

Headin' for the end of the world

Until the break of light

You finally see the light

Yeah, you finally see the light

The light.

Cruisin' and Bruisin' -- you're losin'

Tame the flame -- yeah you're game
Fight the light -- yeah it's bright

All looks the same way in the day.

You say, "Hey, wait"

How can that be true?

You know that both me and you
Could begin life anew
To do what we could do
Yeah, I like it too.

It all makes me think so hard, yeah
Imagine the whole world
Now think of yourself -- just yourself
Just one, one tiny boy or girl.

Locked out of life

Movin' somewhere; not sure what direction

Sit there waiting

Soon comes Resurrection

I can see Him comin' down the road
Yeah, He's makin' His way
Yes sir, He is

Now Jesus Christ has arisen

Have to decide to live or die

Will you join that saintly man,
Or will you go and pass Him by
Like so many others in the past?

The past is there to look back on
But on it you should not dwell.

You may learn from your mistakes
And eventually correct yourself.

But if you falter in your ways
Then you will hear the roar of hell.

God gives you your numbered days
Take your chances as you will.

Light you see when you're awake
Does not remain when you're asleep

The light that you have is your life

The darkness is the start of peace.

Blasting open your own mind
To look inside -- what would you find?

What would you find?

It all makes me think so hard, yeah
Imagine the whole world

Now think of yourself, yeah
Just one, one tiny boy or girl.

So meaningless, yes.

Still looking for a way to be free

To be the person I wanna be
Down the road of life we come
Some people smart and others dumb
Many starving looking for that crumb
But in the end we are all one.

Yeah, in the end we are all one
Yeah, in the end we are all one.

Phil Polo
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Klan

I. The old man sits in mouth-gaped sleep,

his slippered feet placidly flat,

his difficult breath regular.

The sight of him
brings my familial love,

simmering warm in the veins of me.

Of this man and from him,

I fear his tears and his shaking hands.

I fear his resignation.

In the morning
he will coo to the caged bird

and receive his peck kiss

on thin lips.

These cooing, kissed lips:

I have watched them forming the forbidden hate words
more times than I can count.

Nigger as quick to his tongue as any household word.

His normalcy to me his bigotry —
incongruous and caught in my gears,

confusing my love.

It marked me with shame,
and people can see it

branded on my forehead.

II. Once I saw an old photograph
of a small boy perched

on the running board of a glossed black Packard.

His eyes were mirth-flamed.

Blythe, his sweet smile —
wide so I could see his teeth so white.

Someone had wreathed his forehead

with a starred band,

and his white robes were anything

but the Halloween I thought they were.

Laurel Nesbitt



Catholic School Myths

Myth One Myth Two

Three Catholic school girls

Waiting for Mom
On termite-clad porch.

Young freckles, tan skin

Cocooned in wet towels.

Chlorine-stiffened hair

Like laundry in the frost.

Hundreds of sweaty little scalps

Descending from the front

In rows.

Turtle green, impossible blue

And nauseous pink
Checkers of polyester

Sweating in rows.

The nuns are in their cages,

Swim coach drove away,

Teachers are cooking dinner

At home.

The oldest cocoon tells of the

Crazy woman
Who sleeps in a coffin

Under the termite-clad porch.

Waiting,

Machete in hand,
To decapitate

Stranded Catholic girls.

Glare of metal

In the retreating sun.

Must be the knife.

Three hysterical innocents

Scream for Mom.

The Sisters patrol

With androgynous chins

Pointed at the restless ones.

Jesus is shocked
When, during his catechism,

One in nauseous pink
Faints backwards.
Pigtails hiding

A fresh little wound.

Too many checkers for the heat.

Little martyr.

She gets the attention

Catholic school girls crave.

"Here's my wound, I fainted for you.



Myth Three Myth Four

Sister Theresa

Holds her audience immobile

Under trance.

Thirty sacred statues

Open-mouthed, listening.

The seven year old boy
Who sang to Mary
With severed throat.

The oriental school girls

Who watch teacher

Lose her eyeballs.

Shaking statues

Don't doubt miracles

Of habited women
Who talk of death

All day long.

Father Hoppy and his belly

Reach the altar at last.

Parents can snooze now,

Three year olds can pinch,

And one or two serious

Pigtailed martyrs

Will listen.

Fantasize Jesus' blood

Too young to sip from

Brass chalice.

The box behind Father

Houses His flesh

Tastes like the most
Wonderful biscuit.

Showtime at Communion
Parade

Young ones look up
Into Father's hazy eyes;

Is God home?
May I have a biscuit?

Genuine thanks.

Pivot,

With neck just so.

They must ignore temptation

For eye contact.

Reach the hard wood
Balance beam
And kneel.

Louisa Spaventa
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The T.V. World

Yes, I watch t.v.

I watch glossy charades played out

for a bored person's benefit

the women watching me as I watch them
clad in sleek seal skins

their hair cemented to dying skulls

and clouds of fluffy words escaping

their ruby-red lips

their plastic smiles pain me
as they choke on brittle artifice

hearing

that the laughtrack is canned
yet again

The men are worse but then again

I'm prejudiced

for they talk like freed monkeys
chattering to suppress

the din of others

Haven't these people any longing

to run gaily into the streets

to burst the crystal bubble?

One would hope for

revolution but this world will forever

whirl blinded by the dust of

watching multiple persons glued

to the box
they call mother and father

Ann Witt



Subservient

Caught in a tangled web of cliches

Threads of seduction bind

Enchanted by loose tongues

Only three words in mind.

Slippery kisses scatter the voice

Embracing each stone cheek
Snaring glances entrap

"I love you," begs the weak.

Matthew Rudzinski

Judas

I want to meet your god, is he hungry?
I've got something to make him hungry.

A is for apple.

Give Judas a patch for bravery.

Jesus watched him.

And I watch, looking up through the crown of thorns.

My temples are bleeding.

My mind races against His time.

Before the last drop of blood reigns, the sword will

open and seal the savior's wound. My eyes are thicker

and my lips. . .

Smothered in the kiss.

Jonathan White
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Romantic Butterflies

I was gang-banged by a group of purple butterflies, with their hope of instant rape and
concealed distraction. . . Nature made fine adjustments in disguise. A celestial smile with kind

blue eyes:

"I like you, will you come with me?"
So this man examined me. He was wearing a patched up laboratory coat. Mr. Lab Man

Stan gave me the Bliss. He put it in my pocket of Saints (25 cents worth of bubble gum and
sandwich crumbs from Alley's Deli). A small circular piece of wood it twere, smooth and sharp.

The Lab Man Stan told me not to touch the Bliss. The Bliss stayed in my pocket for the re-

mainder of the year.

Zipping my pants up, for the butterflies had done the undone, we began to sing "Oh Come
All Ye Faithful. . .

." My face covered with blue spleen, I spat a universe to the ground.

I'm in a constant search for a master plan, the gates of Allbesoon opened before my eyes.

A sturdy mass. . . the rose. . .the box. . . she. . . a shelf upon my nose.

Constant distraction: The Lord works in mistaken ways.

Congregation stands, a whip, they are giving it to me. Forward mind, friction between the

knees. Desparate reaction to the naked and the frozen. Here we are today my friends, grab the

first life and sacrifice a pore of a goat.

I'm not sure I remember the precise order of actions, so I shall begin with an open letter

to the generous monster who dazzled me with laughter. A creative sort, yet he prohibits the

use of common language and proper speech. He would begin conversations with: "Continue

your speak often. You must burst a bubble and blend blood with trust."

We first met in Edwin E's Coffettash. I had sat down for a cup of Coffetash (a muddy
substance taken from the finest of Arabian coffees and taken from the most elegant of ciga-

rettes, Solcrave). I was feeling like the back of some old man's infected coat sleeve, when a
man wearing a newspaper tie made himself interestingly comfortable. He sat in the chair

opposite me and propped his feet up in the crook of my elbow.

My mood was light, so I began lightly, "Good morning! How are you my unexpected
friend?"

He smiled to show me he meant me no harm and began slowly, "Yeeaahss. . . it is a most
unexpected friend you have found on this fresh morning. Can I interest you in some no-no
goods? My name is May Ave Furnibren. I come from a long secreted line of hungry men. I

hungry for the same sound, soups, sicknesses, sidearms, sexes, and soothing, slick, mans like

yourself. Do you spell well? 'Cause I don't have much time to explain."

My timing was off and my spelling. . . well. . . I was still in training. But, I clearly under-
stood the understatement that had been stated. This fuck had an extreme case of simulated

salvation, which was a good reason for me to state exactly my sameness.
"Yes, I think I can I think sometimes that I can. Anyways, what might you be willing to

spread me? And what is your price?"

"Well sir, I think you can too. I am willing to spread a psychological disease which will

penetrate and surface at the part of the brain, which stimulates those things attainable

through the external spirit, who has such grace," at this particular moment, he clasped his

hands together and tilted his head, ".
. . such grace, my friend, that he has placed in my hands

the Master plan. And you don't want to miss this chance to reach the plain."

"That sounds wonderful! How much did you not say?"

"Well, let us see. . . the going rate is 50% more or less what it was two years ago. When
the savages had their hands on this stuff, they paid by crucifying the women and men of

Gentree. Those were the days, eh? No. But really, 37 pitiful pennies and a cup of Coffettash.

Nothing more or less. What do you say pretty babe?"
"What a deal friend! I will pay the price and nothing less than what is suffice."



My hand crawled into my pocket of Smile. I had received my check of Thanks two days

before. I had spent 2 hundred and 6 pennies on a pack of Solcraves. I had 4 hundred pennies

left. I counted out 37 pennies and called for Eleanor, the waitress. She was a beautiful woman
and kind too. Always quick to pass me the salt or get me a glass of water. She came close to

me and I ordered another cup for Mr. Furnibren.

"So Mr. Furnibren, where's the stuff?"

"In my right hand at the moment," he placed his fist on the table and opened it. Resting

on his palm was a dark purple jelly, which gave off a blue light, shiny, shimmer, on my mans
teeth.

"What do I do with it?" I asked.

"Hmm. . . just open your mouth and make like an octopus with your tongue and the palm
of my hand. Lick this stuff with the tentacles of your tongue. . . and the mermaids rise above."

"O.K., what the hell?" I let my tongue make like a dog off of his leash.

Jonathan White
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Atonement

Elizabeth

Piano whites under wash-red fingers

Howl in the late night hours
Wicked witch, mad
Spitting mad fire

Silvered head thrown back, throat open raw
Splayed feet beat old and tender carpet

Pump pedals, thick claves bump
Under faded farm-wife prints

Gartered hose roll down a river of vein

Avalanche to shoes, unstrung and unmatched
Opera! Opera! All by heart, she sings

A fine musician, she

Elizabeth

Walk the Evening Walk
Slipping from safe porches, we follow her a ways
Her long coat, lace gloves, fade up the dusky road

Sister of the shadowy, musty things

Fearing poison, never eats from the family table

Nor perhaps should they

Elizabeth

The world circles her on asphalt, wheels

Splatter gutter mud
Sticks and bricks land

From a fool's hand
Bruise old flesh, not one sorry

The passing chrome framed faces of old friends witness

Choose not to stop on their road to Damascus

O, hatred peels from her

Thick and white like waxen apples

In bowls on the bureau
By brown and blue glass bottles

Her medicines



photograph Aaron Hoffman

Elizabeth

One to teach the hard lessons

To old acquaintances and new
Two little girls race up and around the turn on
The great staircase, find her

Rocking there

Shrouded, nodding, and Indian fierce

Out shrieks a knobbled hand
And! The blond child takes flight

White white bones and cool pink silk

Papered to the marbled floor

Elizabeth

Gargoyle saint high in the eaves

of the Old Brick Church
Cold in her thin brown coat

Smile blanched face toward heaven
Hymns white in the winter air

Manna, manna, she breathes it deep

For singing when she walks

Tracy Gallimore
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New Year's Eve

Sarah surveys the chaos
swallowing her apartment

full of scattered bodies

and says, "The walls are

dripping with sin.
1

'

I

try to focus on the scene

in dim light, but my glasses

have multiplied. In a room
without furniture I push
empty bottles and Play-Doh

cans into a heap and sit in the

corner feeling winter's dizzy

chill like that's my
punishment. Voices become
a hum that joins Morrisey's

whine from the speakers.

Between the time of inhaling

and exhaling I am in

his arms. He sighs

like fresh flannel, says,

"You smell so purple." I

fall into brown eyes,

glad after a year of blue. I

discourage him with

"stop," but kiss him anyway,

everyone blindly watching. I

shiver, but he gives me
promises of summer, and I

smell honeysuckle.

Amy Bloom



11/19/91 (For J.R.P.)

I go like autumn, shedding
leaves (crowded leaves of

a different fire),

like El Greco's figures

somehow, wafting, aflame

drawn into lengths

of vapor and foreboding:

Leaves like me outside,

in the violent autumn,
staring at blood-purple

vines and seeing you,

by the open window at

dawn, stretching, exhaling

the breath of night.

Leaves like the passage
of weeks where I move
more slowly, because
arriving is a change.

Leaves like the rain arrived,

danced and presented herself

for the affair she wanted
with the land.

Leaves like that mountain,
the low brush, taking our
rhythm from the autumn birds,

breathing out our names
at the top of the world:

Leaves like these songs,

songs of absence,

songs of stone,

songs of the hole

in the world when
you are gone.

David Olson



One Minute Too Long at the Red Light Turned Green

Just in time,

the frowsy once-boy girlfriend,

up from under the wheel,

wipes the back of one burly hand
across her silver maw,
smoothes her hair,

and primly crosses fishnet legs.

Earl, dull drunk and sated

(always obedient to the requests of

clank-strutting hip-swaggering hat-settling pants-adjusting

gun-patting lip-pursing

officers of the law)

sallies forth

from the unbraked, hill-parked vehicle,

props himself there,

and with some relish watches
the downslide.

Ardent,

his bold salute,

protrusive in the nether regions.

Anything the matter, officer?

Sly boots politician.

Swaying, smarmy,
he winks.

Laurel Nesbitt
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Red John

Hog Killing

All day we heard the sounds
Rising from the holler,

Black owls.

Granny forced our table to the middle

of the kitchen

And rendered the meat.

But Red John did not.

His job was done.

Uncle had his fun.

Anchored beneath the moon
The hooked sow spun and spun
Frost to night, frost to night

and in the yellow room
My brother and I

Played checkers Red/Black/Red
On the big bedspread

At the black square of window
Came a white fogging breath

Hogs head gaping

Mouth flesh graying

Red and ripe with death

Laughter snorted from twisted snout

Uncle Johnny held it out.

Yellowing the sheets before

We could run
Terror struck and tongue numb
Brother fell down.

That night

Sleep was drummed up
By the rockers on

Granny's chair

And in our dreams
We ran past

Stove pipes and coal trucks

Gray laundry on lines

Frozen as cold as

Deadmen's clothes

Past our mothers, each other

We ran and
The next day was when I lost him
He put on Uncle's stiff gloves

Put on his checkered hunting jacket

The Red and Black, not me, he chose.

Tracy Gallimore



Ignoring Roots

(1)

My father's parents are potatoes, thick

and rounded, brown to camouflage with earth.

My father often overlooks their eyes

which came three-thousand miles to see my birth.

(2)

My mother's parent's are carrots, thin and long

and full of energy. Their skin is rough
with fiber, orange with passion. Books and tools

and bicycles are used, and quite enough.

(3)

I have been a lazy farmer

not knowing the nutritional value of tubers.

I have strolled down rows of plants seeing only what is above ground,

ignoring roots.

(4)

Better yet, I'm the part above the ground
green and filled with spores, swaying in breeze

and eating light by photosynthesis:

ignoring roots --a farmer with clean knees.

Michael Sadqff
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Harvest

Pappa doesn't play with

me in the evening after

work. He sits in his

chair of silence that is

black as his eyes, his

hands folded and brown
from a day's work sewing

saddles. I sit in the

kitchen where Grandma
smells of baking biscuits.

I can play with Pappa's hats,

if not with him. Caps,

cowboy hats, hunting and
dress-up ones that smell

like dust from the

unpaved road. He watches
Grandma and me fly in a

spaceship made of chairs

before she tucks me into

handmade feather pillows.

Grandma is already

pondering lunch when I

wake up. My breakfast

ready, Pappa comes in for

lunch, hands covered with

dirt of planted corn, weeded
squash, watermelon. I

become his shadow in one
o'clock Georgia sun. Eagerly

I carry water to the thirsty

com, hoe the shy weeds.

His work is my fun. I follow

the blue cap floating

over the tops of corn

stalks, my strides long

for a nine year-old's legs.

Only a few weeks in the

country this summer,
there are camps and
friends with pools. Pappa
and I can still pick blackberries.

Sweat stings the cuts from
briars, and the chiggars

gnaw me hungrily. We pick

until our hands are



stained with purple juice,

buckets spilling berries.

Night ushers in the faint

stirring of air as we watch
lightning crack the sky

from the front porch. The
purple light grazes his eyes,

and horses, friends, and
family long disappeared come
to life on the porch. At

going home time his face

scratches as I hug him.

I can't decline Latin nouns
in a noisy Pinesol waiting-

room, tired from ballet,

baton practice, and student

government. Instead I translate

not going into the room of

beeping machines as not

caring. Inside, the light is

dimmer, and Mother says to

talk to Pappa. I don't see him
anywhere so I tell the tubes

how the corn is hanging on
the stalks and the deer

have been nibbling the late

squash. The machine keeps beeping.

They just remodeled the

funeral home. Everyone says

how nice it looks, how natural

he looks, covered in make-up,
and how nice it is to see

such a large turnout. The
freshly varnished wood
slips through my nose and
churns in my stomach. The
chatter becomes a buzzing

that won't shake out of my
head. I'm momentarily
blind so I hold Grandma's
hand. She doesn't smell like

biscuits today. My eyes

clear and in the blue of her

eyes I see Pappa's cap
floating over corn stalks.

Amy Bloom
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Consubstantial

Over the plover shriek

rises from the rocks a hoarse susurrus,

the incantation of one who sits there.

She sings the parts she knows and hums the rest.

I turn from where I am,
out this far with a cornsilk woman, my friend.

We have stepped our moon steps

and pulled strands of moon through dark ocean.

Our manes are wound,
with the sea-swell lapping wild wisps at the nape.

Bare within waves made topaz by night,

we shine green milkglass

and bring the beads of quick light on us
when we rise.

Power of youth, clean and taut,

the only flames we see in this dark body.

I turn from where I am.
Atop the rocks,

she is unibreasted and turban-wrapped,

thinning,

for wily birds of prey gnaw from inside.

Raucous, her rich brown eye

that holds me as she draws near the water's edge,

turning seaweed of that same brown.

Carried to me,

she is through my toes,

winds about my limbs and waist,

and passes in, dissolved, through pores.

Filler of my veins,

she courses always there,

but now I taste this woman in my mouth
(taste of dark ocean)

,

and I know
a quick twist of her ankle

the smell of her house that is always her

wide open laughter that takes her body in raspy rattle

That same sound rises from me,

joined with the vibrant caw
of this other, cornsilk, one
as we wade back.

We are knowing our lifeblood

and finding our land-legs.

Laurel Nesbitt
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St. Valentine's

With wind like stone whirlpools, Mexican
sand and blankets, your hair whipping:

Smiling at I in a cloud of shells,

tossing the dead rot of the sea:

I found this, old temple gong,

ringed by years of waves:

Like Aztec discs of time,

marked here, for this day.

David Olson
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Ummmmm

she took her tongue

that tongue that forks out in all directions

and caressed

licked the sandpaper surface

tasted a rocky cliff

and that cliff melted

softened

let the salt slide off her skin

pebbles drip from her fingertips

and rising from a throne of seduction

the sea gathered her blue ruffled layers

stepped back to look

withdrew her tongue to see

a bride

annointed and glistening in the sun
with every pour, every crack, every dent

deepening for more

more tongue
more tongue
more tongue

until there's nothing more.

Christie Evens
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Dinner Music

When I was two I could make you smile

With my honey drizzle blunder words
And Bavarian pretzel pronunciation.

You'd let me hold the guitar

And lose the pick in its hungry mouth.
And then you'd play it

And sing till I dreamed.

When I was fourteen I often made you smirk
With my licorice hairsprayed fashions

And tomato red lips.

You bought me my own guitar

That sang to my boyfriends

And matched my lipsticks.

You said, "Learn to play yourself."

Now. without music, we sit alone together

You speak often to the begging dog
And feed her bread bits and carrots.

I marry the cucumbers
And make my fork sing.

Some organic vocabulary

Walls us into organic feasts.

Louisa Spaventa
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photograph
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Joe

he calls me
out into the night-

cold barefoot

in October

as we stand

on the dead-end street

by the blackened water

I feel his heart

beating through his

threaded rugby,

damp breath curling,

losing itself

in my sweater's green

he speaks,

and I am cold,

his words are hot

as he tells

of an evening spent

in his bedroom,
and the knife

that was too real

to be trite

a burning crawl

fears up my flesh

as we walk back,

tip-toeing on the thin

words that hold us
like careful mothers,

slowly rocking

our world

to a safe blur

Hara Brooke Glasser
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The Puberty Girls

Three girls standing

around a beat up Nova.

Three girls, two in

polka dots, one in stripes.

"How sad"

That's what one

of the puberty girls

said to me, sitting on that

beat up Nova, when I wouldn't trade

my polka dot shirt for stripes.

I laughed and said "not tonight."

"How sad"

Those words echoing in my skull,

sticking to me
like the memory of her stripes.

As I walk on I stop

a dozen times or so,

contemplating going back
asking what was meant.

"How sad"

Deciding against it every time

plus one, after a few minutes alone

on the deserted desert highway
under the southwestern sky

and the pale sailor's moon.

Seth Jurnak



Sunday Companion

He must have entered

on the end of some high pitched trail of girls

stole, between clusters of laughter and smoke
into the rear booth

and watched me there.

I may have whisked past him
tray laden, furrowed brow,

a gust of wind through the swinging doors

wrinkled bills in my smock pocket

a pen in my tightly wound hair.

I must have seemed a stranger

with my coffee stained attachments
different

from the girl who lingers by his bench
on Sunday afternoons

when we sit together like old friends

unearthing loose pebbles

not saying much
until the air cools and I nod goodbye.

He probably slipped out between giddy couples

invisible

pocketed a handful of mints

picked up a free paper

and walked somewhere to read it

feeling, I imagine

somehow betrayed.

Now I guess he knows —
that on Sundays
when the street lamps flick on
and the traffic slows

and I rise from our meeting spot —
I am going home.

Jessica Maccaro
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To the Rapist Who Probably Doesn't Remember Me

Even during the years that I lost the memory in the bulging serapbook
of my brain, I had not really forgotten. Every man that has been in my life,

my heart, my bed, has paid the unfair price for what you took for free.

They say to forgive and forget. I have tried. I have forgiven my mother
for not knowing about you in the omniscient way we all hope and dread

that our mothers will know. And I am forgiving myself for being too young
to know what was not my fault.

But I cannot forget. You left, your face crooked with a half-grin, taking

with you my self-respect, pride, and confidence. It has taken me seven

years to find them again.

Sometimes I remember things in a dream; from a far off corner of the

room, I am looking down onto that bed at a naked girl who looks too small

and limp to be me.

But I remember the feeling, a crawling that snaked up the legs and
tightened around my body until I could not move.

And the rocking. The rocking that swirled the room and the alchohol in

my stomach until I was no longer there. It was someone else's body.

And then you laughed at me. Like a beaten dog, something in me broke.

Buried in the back of my mind, for years you rotted. I first dug
you out when my younger sister was raped. I thought it was you. When my
best friend from high school was raped, I thought it was you. When a girl I

lived with in college was raped, I thought it was you. And when my room
was broken into one night and I was jolted from sleep, I thought it was you.

I have had to sleep with you every night. When the sun goes down, I

have had you shadowing me. When the door is locked, I have felt you
behind it. You have been there seven years now. And I cannot even

picture you. Your face has faded and yellowed like an old photograph. I am
ready for you to leave.

Anonymous
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Over Coffee

Some stillness in your eyes tells me
it was too loud yesterday

the waiting room t.v.

the nurse's rouge

the anesthetist's jokes

you couldn't keep track.

They ushered you in

with smiling, sympathetic efficiency

sent him to the waiting room
where they turned up the t.v. a bit —
something about liquid detergent

as they politely put you to sleep.

you awoke, hollow and pale

but right on schedule

according to procedure

and as you made your way to the parking lot

you were already markedly improved

walking, your hand in his, at a reasonable pace.

It seems your smile

was pulled out of the file folder —
recovery, right on schedule

according to precedure

empty as the space you tried to fill

last night as you slept in fetal position

tiny, curled around a pillow, nestled securely

but somehow feeling

as if you were slipping away.

Some stillness in your eyes tells me
it rained for you last night

because you couldn't cry.

Jessica Maccaro



Old Woman

Look at me.

All of this loose

skin hangs.

My eyes are puffed,

draped by rings

like aged tree trunks;

they have seen both parents

buried with a bowed head —

now I look up
only to find

they have left me
their chins.

These arms now rock

with my walking,

like the children

they held.

And these breasts,

they hang,

warm and dream-softened

by the peach heads
of three children

and seven grandchildren.

And both knees frown,

pondering where we have gone
these past seventy-three years,

as my mapped hands
wring out old answers
that I can't remember.

I stopped smoking nearly

thirty-five yearrs ago.

I don't recall the taste

or the desire,

but this whiskered mouth
and these yellowed nails

do not forget.



So don't tell me
memories are stored

in the brain

(it collapses

before the body) --

my limbs are weighted

with remembrance

And these rolls

about my waist?

They are only pockets.

Hara Brooke Glasser
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Considering Anna

I. Enter the garden...

Here lies the ruin of man,
the dead and rotting cities.

Here stands three crosses, yellowed,

two for thieves and one for the savior,

one for a messiah
a tired old god to die for us.

The crosses rise like a rage

a newer testament of an age

destined for stability,

for a price still unpaid.

One single woman...

She sits saying verses,

stanzas of a Whitman poem
of beauty
of oneness
of the sound of sex.

She waits whispering poetry

beside the cross

watching for her thief,

for her lover to hang limply

in contrast.

II. Bridges...

She stops at the overhang
looks down

into the water.

The sky rests on her hair.

Years ago, she would be standing

in the middle of up
with nothing beneath her

but down.
Now her feet press hard into

a bridge

into a staight way to

the next city.



III. The touch...

Between her skin and her

red heart -- and wrapped
around her yellow bones

in tight knots like

sailors knuckles

is a ghost.

But he cannot know this.

Her voice picks its way
through his ears

in amused tones,

careful not to

give away any portion

of her past, of the

years owned by
others and

lent to her for the

price of silence.

But he is clumsy with his hands.

And she moans with mock
pleasure, with practiced

almost pain as her blood

is bent back into

the dark corner of her

IV. Behind a closed door...

Her eyes fall upon the page.

She is small and she

stumbles finally into

what she thought

too dark for daytime.

His arms enclose her.

She is small and she

stumbles finally into

what she thought

too dark for daytime.

His arms enclose her.

she supposes it will

in time be fine

but for now it is

just... kind of

lovely.

Jason Siclwell
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Reflections on a Sliced Fig

Outside

freckled purple and green

your skin swelling

ribbed like a tight sweater

kissable

Inside

menstrual material

embryo lodgings

thick with blood-flesh

and protein pulp

strings like liquid tentacles

striving for the center

of that vulva

purple then green then red

my dear ~ you are bleeding....

Ashlee Gardner
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Follow Me

The sun melts into the sky

like butterscotch candy, and she

shivers as the sky digests the

warmth. Store lights blink

off as street lights wink
on. They sit on the pavement
behind the liquor store, her gypsy

skirt collecting dirt. Noses

gather city perfume -- last

week's restaurant garbage, roaming
dogs, uninspected cars. No
words fall from their

mouths, and they've no use for

reruns. A dread-locked man passes,

playing a wooden flute, the notes

calling out for spare change. She
hears the flute and wants to

follow, not the street man, but

the silent one beside her,

wants to follow his

thoughts, wants to lead him
to hers. The flute wanders into

the distance, getting lost in the

traffic's growl. He kisses her

tasting of beer and vague spearmint,

his mind in the pocket of the

black leather jacket he wears

like another skin. She shudders and
looks down the street toward

the flute's final note.

Amy Bloom



Before 747

Here we are.

Departing goldfish

scaled in leather baggage
Arriving goldfish

bubbling in vinyl

Staring at only those in specially

gilded gills.

What would we do without our
rocks and cocktail centers

blue signs that feed

our dull sense of direction

five-dollar plates of soggy kelp

helpful uniforms to code

the knowing-

-

a separate species from
the passenger.

Here she is.

The plastic mermaid
specified height and make

Cased inch thick in happy plastic,

not to spoil a perfect bowl,

To charm the little fishies

hand them food from paper tubes.

Some flippant fishes fall

out of the aquarium.
They disregard the blue signs

plow down the poor mermaid
demand their own bowl

or they

squiggle and scream-
little sea monkeys-

-

bursting all the bubbles

of the old carp that would
never consider

spawning.

It's a hoot all right:

trying to swim alone,

not realizing our bubbles
will eventually collide at the

top of the glass.

Louisa Spaventa
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Zocalo in Oaxaca

I've seen bright embroidered dresses like

Rosa's in special little stores for

sixty crisp U.S. dollars,

dollars woven with blood.

My purse is crowded with the gum
she sells, but I'm conned by her eyes

into six more little boxes of Chiclets. She's

not satisfied so I buy a corner ear

of corn with extra chile, her seven

year-old taste buds stronger

than mine. Wash it down with

milk, wishing to wash her street stained

face. No more pesos for gum.
But you have mountains of

money.

The night square whispers in tourist tongues;

shadows cloak Rosa's mama, head
down, box of gum in hand, standing across

from her cousin with chains of woven
spectrum bracelets

woven with tears.

On restaurant patios tourists talk

of the mountains they came to

see, full of ruins and ghosts amid their

heavy, lush growth. They came to

escape their own mountains - tall and
green, but so far from fertile.

Amy Bloom
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Sexual Selection

If I were a lioness

I might be coy

for your honeyed mane
tawny muscled chest

playful nipping

But the power in you rises only once

like yeast infested waters

your roar is a carbonated belch

As a stag

you would lock horns

and fight for the prize

But you sit on the greasy couch
bear-like

hibernating

fixated on an unnatural television

I sense the animal in you
as you growl at the umpire

Out of the dimness
you peer at me with oily eyes

and ask me to bring you another beer

as if you are the victor

of some elaborate mating battle

Darwin knew
you have no weapons or tools

beyond the cheap cologne

the drizzling lies you've told

every girl since grade school

I watch you strut

in your too tight jeans

ridiculous as the song bird of Guiana

Ashlee Gardner
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To the Mexico I Know

Jump Right in

said the large prickly cactus

with a tuna fruit atop

Brushing off the tiny needles

my skin consumed many
prickles

then — to gain the taste

my mouth first had to

crunch the seeds within

Under the grand cactus

stood a child selling tunas
as she ate the corn we bought her
she said

'I don't go to school'

'I will never go to school'

she held out her bag of tuna fruits

she didn't know school

No choice

we could see that her mind
had been placed in a cage

where it could grow
only to the bars

A mile away from that one cage

sat a child drawing a picture

'It's me,'

the beautifully dark haired

dark eyed

girl of seven proudly said

when she pointed at

a blonde-haired, blue-eyed

figure she had drawn
I tried to hold a mirror up to her eyes

so that the warmth of her soul

might shine through

and she could have a reflection of



her very being

so she could see that

this beauty within doesn't have blonde hair.

I turned to look the other direction

across a trash cluttered field

some thirsty boy leaned over

to a faucet for a drink

CHOLERA
some rich booted cowboy
whispered in my ear

He guided me to a big wooden door

leading to a Fonda
with their laughter and cheer

for a very small price

I feasted on sopes

but was fed two major constructions of the world
-- a world of people too poor to eat

-- and a world of people too rich to be hungry

Down a step from the fonda
await the horses

who will only obey the voice of a man
-- To the party

shouted some man
A party filled with wine drunk racers

laughing and running
to the tune -- 'We are the champions'

tripping over the poor indian woman
just outside the gates with a baby on her back

Give to the church
say the rich, say the poor
The child is hungry -- but the church consumes more



As instructed the horse carried me to the bank
all the money is gone

though all the wealth is not

because to me
a small girl smiled

I smiled back
to see her glowing tostada sized eyes

shy behind daddy's big body
To the mother next to me
in Spanish -- I relayed, 'she is beautiful'

with a returning nod of small shock at my Spanish
a look of pride developed in her face

pride for her family

child and father hand in hand walk to see

the blinking lighted tree

with gifts of nothing beneath
a thought of imagination -- to add beauty and depth

When I left the bank
the horse had fled

I hopped on a rickety old bus
In life

On crowded buses --

Many will stand to relieve another from standing

But never would they stand for an indian

Indians do not belong here,' say many.

The crazy crowded bus rode on but

I got off somewhere
with a little more knowledge
and very few solutions

To live within your own cage

your own society or

To try to learn -- understand
To try to be part of

who does not belong here...?

To talk in circles and wait hours
for the clock to strike one hour
To begin to know Mexico.

Liza Wolff
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On the Road

I found once

a gold painted

peeled plaster

Buddha
that I saved

for no other

reason

than the hole

(rubbed through)

in his belly

(worn out)

that convinced

me
he was the man
for whom
wisdom
did not come
easy

Kevin Clarke
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Father Poems

1.

My father stutters

at the Woman that I have become.

His ready judgement held

sharply at bay by the fierce

tug and growl

of my presence.

Once, when I appeared

more supple to his vision, he would
preach late into the night -

Reciting his midnight catechism -

Outlining with an accusatory finger

my crimes against maturity.

You are making the wrong choices -

burning bridges to your future.

You are killing your mother.

I continued to make wrong choices,

Learned to sit - attentively absent,

A husk of compliance. Enduring

Until he wound down,
having cried to rusting

the inner spring of him.

Now, the gray in my hair

vouches for my passage.

I have learned to translate wrong

to my own when it comes

to choices. But beneath the

shaking indictment of some

man's pointing finger,

I can only hear that I am still

killing my mother.

Amy Murtha
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Green River

It must have been a weed,

floating, waving,

that made me follow

the brush of current.

I, too, wished to stare up,

be carried,

rippled, caressed

by cold, smooth tongues.

But this is not a gentle finger.

It sings a siren's hushed hum.

It prods. It undercuts.

It carries away.

And it envies -

leafed life,

stripped mountains

(those indifferent storytellers),

the enlightened sun,

or the African Rabbit moon

In a green brood

it immitates all it sees

with shallow disguise.

And it eats

its discontent -

rock, pebble, tree

chewed into sand,

a fine clay frame

to powder its mask

and me
as I squat on the shore

by the Green River

somewhere in Colorado

burying my feet.

Hara Brooke Glasser



Talkin' Blues

The telephone is ringin' it won't stop to take a break.

Ralph Nader's tryin' to tell us our accoutrements are fake,

And our thirst for being persecuted victims he will slake.

The day will soon come when we'll be sorry.

The man behind the counter's sellin' antihistamines

Between the vitamins and the Vivarin caffeine

While he teaches little children the arcane and the obscene.

His story is not one to be related.

The man who started radiation poisoning is dead.

The queen of all debutantes just hit him in the head.

It's rumored that upon drawing his final breath he said

"Remember me as 'Basil the Bulgar-Slayer.'"

The woman on the park bench is talking to her friends

With one unengaging sentence that never truly ends,

And to her dying husband her love and hope she sends,

And she cannot feel sorry she was unfaithful.

The teenager accountant is a wonder to behold.

He sits upon his stool with all the vibrancy of mold.

You'd think that with his sleeves rolled up he'd shiver from the cold,

But he's long since decided not to notice.

The Grand Poobah who says he's emperor of all he sees

Self-depreciatingly gets down upon his knees

To fulfill his selfless ego, and to pacify the trees,

But there's no one in his prison cell to notice.

The woman in her Subaru has finally snapped today.

She tried a quick retort but found she'd nothing left to say,

And now her final vestiges of logic ran away,

But now she's found she's happy to miss them.

Upon a time the venerable warrior and mage
Was telling us about the awful foe who he'd engage.

He wheeled at me and spoke at me with constancy and rage.

When I told him that his moons were made of paper.

The Earth began its spinning on its axis yesterday,

According to the dusty books of Morganna Le Fay,

But the record of these happenings was getting in her way
So she sent them to the gypsy Melquiades.

The magical endeavors of the sizzling slab of steak

Were cut short by the girl who told it magic things were fake.

It should have sallied onward for self-preservation's sake.

It might have saved itself from being eaten.

Steve Bird



The Buddha of the Pizza
oil on canvas

Debbie Fuller



Virgin

After the painting Madonna and Child with Adoring Angels

attributed to Matteo di Giovanni

Growing old, my lady?

Your layers of egg tempera and gesso

are cracking.

Were you not behind glass

I could simply scrape

the serenity from your countenance

with a fingernail.

Fair skin grows darker now
aged from years of temple smoke
and the sins of the faithful

that collect in every crevice.

Your gold tarnishes and peels.

A slight wind may take your halo away.

What woman are you?

Clean as hospital linens

you hold this savior

like a lab specimen

in the eerie chapel glow.

What you are

is a sterile nesting place

for an exotic bird.

If he flies away
then what are you?

A walking womb,
an empty perch.

I look at my face superimposed

on the glass that separates us.

Is my smile too knowing?
Are the circles under my eyes too pronounced?
Is my skin tight enough
or have I seen too much
to be immortalized behind glass,

framed in red velvet,

temperature mechanically controlled,

moisture level faithfully adjusted?

Ashlee Gardner
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Lady Starbuck in Sneakers

hand-tinted photograph

Debbie Fuller



On seeing Goddesses in D.C.

1. Noon at the Lincoln Memorial; from the bottom of the stairs I see her

Her feet were golden-sandaled

skin the color of olive

pale glow on marble

she walked down marble stairs

enduring glances.

2. All around me, the sound of voices

The talk was squealing tires

the heat of fire on tongues

"its a hot one"

and little rain

"so little rain."

3. She is the One

She descended marble stairs

her hair gathering storms

half-blown

half given against the wind.

4. The crowd around me seems to pulse

There was talk on the streets

quick talk and talk of death

the words full of envy

about the envy of death

about the mingling of dust

the mingling of sweat

on foreheads

with the dust.



5. Creation

Her hair was loosed

descending marble in summer heat

her feet in eternal descent

she gathered a storm of city noise

into her slowness

she mingled her death with the dust

and rained silence through the city-

quiet of gods

come down over the hot streets

as symphony.

6. Intimations on Immortality

I wondered, watching, throwing my eyes

into her walking

glancing my dreams across her hair

(as light)

I thought, dreaming, wondering

...her slow unfolding...

I reached out with light

...half-blown...

the fragrance of ocean.

7. The return, my final estrangement

A car's horn. And the talk again

death in dry lips

she mingles

and the bent noise

she among it

simmering August America

your gods move slow

and with great care.

Jason Sidwell



etching and watercolor Jessica Poland



Crow
for my mother

She calls herself Crow.

Perched by the window
her back to the world

she takes her dark flight.

Soaring against the winds

she flees to the storm.

Here she sings her songs

to the wanting rain

with red words that rage

from her tongue.

Then flying home
she comes to me

to build her nest

around my sleep.

Beneath her great, black wing
I hear the rain

and see her

mad, wet hair

and I feel her songs

as if they were my own.

Ham Brooke Glasser



Reflections on the Exterior of Twenty-Four

He was
soo... wavy

and his

de boner

was much on his mind.

Amy Murtha



The Atlanta Roadside Bolt

etching

Jennifer Garrison



self-portrait

pencil

Katy Thomas



Twilight

Twilight

and the sun seeped down
and left shadows welling in its wake.

We wandered wrapped in evening calm

not minding the indifferent stones

that stood slope-shouldered

while their etched dates slowly faded -

our sandals passed them lightly by.

And yet - we shivered

at the strangely bright white house

that loomed amid the stones,

its stark walls harsh

against the rustling hush of evening,

its greedy windows gulping in the dusk

and breathing nothing back.

In silence we retraced our path,

our footsteps tentative

as night slipped down around us,

thrilling with the flicker of a thousand fireflies,

as though the sky had tilted

and the stars had sifted down,
whole galaxies alighting in the trees.

Adrienne Moore
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Start 'em young
photograph

Claire Woodward
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Willows

oil

Jessica Poland



oil on canvas Jennifer Garrison



Senora

Forget the stereotype

of a Mexican woman, round

and plump with a cushioned lap for

children; this woman is thin, worn
into shape by five children, one

husband; standing like a shadow
stepped over by men. She will

apologize for sitting

down, jump up if caught in the act

of resting, like a child caught watching

television when she should be

doing homework. Her hands speak

of actions, angular, nervous,

searching and always finding

something to fix. Six

o'clock slips up quietly

every morning, finds her

mashing beans, coffee already

brewed. Most days she goes

no further from home than

her youngest daughter's

school, yet she walks miles

within her own house. Her son cannot

clear his own dishes from

the table, yet she cooks lunch before

breakfast is over, hangs school

uniforms and bed linens on

the line by ten, buys tortillas

at the store, and sweeps the walk

before lunch. Her daughters return

from school to learn

her trade, washing their older

brother's dishes, clearing the

table as he clears their

voices, their opinions from his

head with a soft laugh.

Amy Bloom



photograph Stephanie Moller



70'th Birthday Extravaganza

An elephantatious expense

plastered billboards of the honored

thick, crunchy black and whites

full memory
melting into large pasta belly.

Photo bellies hanging full with her

sweetest celebrity

if ever deserved she is.

We share her like

a piece of rich creme cake.

Over the round, wine-glass horizon

we see her - center in ampitheater

of large, coughing, loving relatives -

paw at the smooth green

cold, gold liquored paper:

she separates halves of the box

a cardboard oyster

to claim the gift:

It will be either Lenox or

black sequined or

a household print

Re-debutante in question

will shake her head

side to side and squint up
the soft peachy skin

around her brittle lace lashes.

Sister, we know she approves.

Sequence, sequined, squints.

I push the glass away,

with the last few

balloon-clustered drops

hugging at its base.

Now, a red fiery

parcel

suggestions on roses

or midnight stars.

This paper is shiny sheet candy.

Unsheathed, the box pronounces its

origin

name branded



It's either a blouse with a small neck

or something orange

or lacquered.

Like a rocking horse

her wise head moves
up and down:

Later she will offer this gift to you or me.

It's no matter of greed

it's the effort to know her

to slide into her tongue and taste

for her with her.

Translating holds together

me and you

on the other side of a smooth silver fork.

Louisa Spaventa

Open

photograph

Rob Black



photograph Ashley Clifton



hand-tinted photograph Debbie Fuller
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Zen Tangerine

Naked morning sun

tossed through a window
found her

peeling a tangerine,

fingering each segment,

smooth as an earlobe,

bursting juicy cocoons

one

by

one

in her mouth.

It was all she wanted.

Kelly Wolf



oil on wood Katy Thomas



etching Shane Henry



She Is a Point In Space

Usually it takes a whole team

of smoke-nosed horses

to pull time open as she does:

soak up the books

arrange decimals like

coffee cups

hold learning in a cold marble

rolling the length of her palm.

Every day she studies her children

swaddles her chemistry

understanding them as the same
warm spot that returns generously.

She knows why lips

of a volcano pout

soils stratify

why moving water

runs habitually

grazing rituals of the gazelle

angles of the planets

and what the Druids left.

Her fork never rusts between

the tines

but

because her tounge

has a devious condition

touching teeth

at a certain slant

and tucking at a moment

they don't lend her dishes

since she talks funny.

Louisa Spaventa



charcoal Steve Bird



hand-tinted photograph Debbie Fuller



Blackberry Picking

Summer was blackberries

at Grandma and Pappa's.

Mid-morning Pappa and I

walk through visible

heat, my pigtails bobbing

over rocks and curled tree

roots. Past the sweating

lake, the briars crawl up
to my stomach, catching

worrisome blood that rusts

in the sun. Every stray stick

is a snake as my eyes

sweep the ground.

My hand sinks into prickles,

grabbing and grasping balls

of juice. Too many squish, my
hands stained purple. Mother's

warning - don 't eat berries

without washing them - falls

on me like a shadow, but

the berry scent lets me
forget. When the sticky sun

begins to fall, we carry full

buckets back to Grandma for

baking pies and making jam. She

saves a bowl for me to

eat in the shadows of the

front porch one by
one by one.

Amy Bloom



Evolution

photograph

Eric Froman



to be

from blue fear

with hurricane sound

golden green fish escape the

cutting hammerhead

sharp dorsal fin

ragged victory jaw

slice

the dusty surface

splash blood foam

A.R. de Velasco
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oil on canvas Katy Thomas
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